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tion of trade and labor organizations; modern apprentice programs and the
administration and supervision of various types of schools and classes undei
the Federal Vocational Education Acts. Three hours credit, each quarter.
S21-2-3. Special Problems in Industrial Education. Study of approved prob
lems on an individual research basis under the direction of major professor.
Typical problems—development of detailed instructional material, community
surveys, apprentice training manuals, etc. Three hours credit, each quarter.
531-2. Methods of Research in Industrial Education. The special teclmique
and methods necessary for carrying on various types of surveys to ascertain
needs for vocational training in the trades and industries; forms for question
naires and outlines for interviews and conferences. Approved efficiency factors
for evaluating the effectiveness of vocational trade and industrial classes; meth
ods of scoring and securing weighted ratings; graphic representations of find
ings. Three hours credit, each quarter.
541. Special Problems in Industrial Education. Study on seminar basis
of problems in Industrial Education. Study on seminar basis of problems of
improving teachers in service; problems of coordination of part-time and ap
prentice training programs. Three hours credit.
542. Special Problems in Industrial Education. The organization and func
tions of advisory committees and the organization of course outlines for appren
tices and students in diversified occupations programs. Three hours credit.
543. Special Problems in Industrial Education. The preparation and use
of records, reports, and rating sheets. Planning shop layouts and providing
for equipment and maintenance for vocational classes. Three hours credit.
AERO MECHANICS
The curriculum in Aero Mechanics is designed to meet C.A.A. standards
for both the Aircraft and Aircraft Engine licenses. A college student can
qu^fy for only one of these if he devotes full time to that phase. The student
desiring both phases will have to supplement his training to obtain licenses.
101. Aero Repair Introductory. Lectures and Shop work in all phases
of Aero Repair. Theory of flight, regulations pertaining to mechanics. 3
hours credit. Fee $3.00.
301. Elementary Aircraft. Regulations, airplane typos, aviation history,
fuelgae construction; drafting layouts of wing and tail sections, constructions
% scale, metal fabrication, welding . 6 hours credit. Fee $3.00.
302. Elementary Engines. Principles of internal combustion, Diesels;
lubrication, oil, fuel, electrical and carburetion systems, diasection of all types
engines, propellers, carburetors and magnetos. 6 hours credit. Fee $3.00.
303. Advanced Fuselage. Analysis and estimation of repairs; structural
repair alignment and priming; interior finish; glass, seat, instrument and
control installation. All work on "live" equipment. 6 hour scredit. Fee
$3.00. Prerequisite 301.
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401. Advanced Engities. Disassembly; micrometer, microsopic and
Magnaflux inspection; assembly; timing; running-m of Continental, Lycommg,
Pratt and Whitney, Kinnerm Wright, and other engines; trouble shooUng;
labor and parts cost estimation. 6 hours credit. Fee $3.00. Prerequisite 302.
402. Advanced TF/Hg. Inspection and analysis of repair work; repair
methods wood and meUl; had adn spray doping, fabric covenng and repairs;
lettering; assembly, rigging and inspccUons; weight and balance proceedure;
CA.A. Forms. 6 hours credit. Fee $3.00. Prerequisites 301 and 303.
403. Field Work Assignment to line duty at airport, practice teaching
C,A_A. PracUcal and Written e.xaminaUons. 6 hours credit. Fee $3.00.
Prerequisites 101 through 402.
402. Fuselage Repair and Overhaul. Rebuilding of "live" fuselages, hy
draulics, electrical systems, instrument installaUon, upholstering, frame align
ment, truss repairs, priming, assembly, landing gear and shock overhauhng.
Civil Air Regulations. Prerequisite: 401. 8 hours laboratory, 2hours lecture.
Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
403 Advanced Eneine Overkanl. Disassembly and assembly of •'Uve" en
gines, installaUon, operadon, trouble shooting, magneto overhaul
taretor overhaul and test, electric, constant-speed, controlkble and vanabl
speed propellar overhaul, Civil Air Regulations. Prerequisite: 402. 8hours
laboratory, 2 hours lecture Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
AUTO MECHANICS
101 Elementary Auto Repairs and Servicing. Study of the function and
operation of the automobile. Minor and emergency trouble shootmg, rep^r
and maintenance. 6 hours laboratory per week. Three hours credit. Fee
$3.00.
301. Bench Work qnd Engines. FamiUarization of tools and equipment,
care and operation of tools and equipment. Study of bolts, nuts, screws and
threads. Engine design and principles, disasembly, cleaning and mspectmg
engine parts. Mechanical principles, assembly of engines. 8 hours laboratory,
2 hours lecture.Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
302. Engine Accessories, Carburetion, and Lubrication. Study of functions,
repairs and of starters, generators, ignition devices, and engine accessories.
Study of combustion and fuels. Study of function, repair and maintenance of
carburetors, fuel pumps, fuel lines. Study of function, repair and mdntenance
of lubrication system. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Prerequisite. 301.
Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
303. Engine Overhaul. Fitting and installing piston rings, inspecting and
grinding valves, adjusting valve stem clearance, cleaning and adjusting spark
plugs; inspecting, cleaning and adjusting ignition points. Inspecting and test
ing secondary wiring. Fitting and installing bearings. Inspection and testing
crank shafts; valve timing, ignition timing, motor analysis. Prerequisite: 302.
8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
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401. Chassis Maintenance, Gas and Electric Welding. Maintenance proc
esses, disassembly and construction; assembly and repairs of clutches, trans
missions, free wheeling, over drive, and fluid drive unit. Repairs and main
tenance of universal joints, drive shafts and final drives. Principles and
practice of gas and electric welding as applied to auto mechanics. Prerequisite:
303. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Sbt hours credit. Fee $3.00.
402. Advanced Accessories and Electrical Applicances. Starters, generators,
magnetos, battery ignition systems, wiring. Relays and voltage regulators.
Prerequisite: 401. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee
$3.00.
403. Body, Fender Work and Spray Painting. Metal bumping, shrinkage,
filling and sanding; leading and gladng, priming, surfacing and finishing. Color
tinting, lacquers and synthetic enamels. Prerequisite: 402. 8 hours laboratory,
2 hours lecture.su hours credit. Fee $3.00.
CARPENTRY
101. Carpentry. General Woodwork. Astudy of materials and methods of
construction. Care and use of hand tools and machines; fundamental wood-
workmg operations. Three hours credit.
301. Tools, Machines and Materials. History study of development of tools
an materials in woodworking. Care and use of tools and materials. Classi-
cation of lumber, fundamental operations in carpentry work. Methods of con-
s ruction involving the selection of buUding materials on the basis of their
structual and aesthetic merits and the broad application of the principles of
wood frame construction according to approved practices. 8 hours
ora Dry, 2hours lecture. SU hours credit. Fee $2.00.
Processes. Sizing, joining, panel construction, kerfing,
fo cabinet construction and carpentry construction. Pre-
$2^0^* e: 301 8hours laboratory, 2hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee
303. Framing. Study of types and methods of house framing. Construction
of foundaUons, waU and roof. Prerequisite: 302. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours
lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
401. Extenor Carpentry. Methods and applying of sheathing and siding,
cornices, water tables. Construction of window and door frames, screens,
blinds, porches and steps. Prerequisite: 303. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lec
ture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
402. Interior Carpentry. Methods and applying of standard trims, floor
ing, ceiling, wainscotings and wallboards. Fitting doors and windows. Installing
hardware. Prerequisite: 401. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours
credit. Fee $2.00.
403. Estimating and Specifications. Methods used in making of estimates of
costs as applied to buildings. Study of specifications as ordinarily prepared by
architects. Prerequisite: 402. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours
credit. Fee $2,00.
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ELECTRICITY
101. General Electricity. Course to cover general knowledge of electricity,
types of electrical currents and relationship of electricity to industry and
domestic life. 6 hours laboratory. Three hours credit. Fee $2.00.
301. Theory of Circuits. Practice in house wiring, switches, fuses, line
leads. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
302, 303. Theory and Practice in power transmission, transformers, meters,
line wiring, advanced bouse wiring. Installation and repairs of stoves, water
heaters, etc. Prerequisite: 301. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six
hours credit, each quarter. Fee $2.00.
401, 402. Generator and Motor Rewinding and Repairing. Theoryand prac
tice in the design, maintenance and repair of distribution loads. Prerequisite:
303 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit, each quarter. Fee
$2.00.
403. Illwninaiion, estimating, national electrical code, power generation,
motor design. Prerequisite: 402. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six
hours credit.Fee $2.00.
MASONRY
101. Fundamentals of Bricklaying. The study of materials; care and use
of tools. Mortar making and spreading; laying bricks between vertical points,
building piers. 6 hours laboratory. Three hours credit. Fee $2.00.
301. Brick Construction. The construction of walls, steps and flues. Ex
cavating 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
302. Foundations. The study and construction of simple, spread and
stepped footings; foundation walls and under-pinning. 8 hours laboratory, 2
hours lecture. Prerequisite: 301. SLx hours credit. Fee $2.00.
303. Advanced Brick Construciion. The study and construction of chim
neys, mantles, special wall designs, arches, and bonds. Prerequisite: 302. 8
hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00
401. Fundainenlal Concrete Work, Cement Finishing. The study of materi
als; care and use of tools. Application of concrete mixtures, form building. Con
struction of foundations walls, walks and floors. Prerequisite: 303. 8 hours lab
oratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
402. Fundamentals of Plastering. The study of common materiab; care
and use of tools. Mixtures and application. Prerequisite: 401. 8 hours lab
oratory, 2 hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
403. Estimating and Specification. Methods used in and making of esti
mates of costs as applied to buildings. Study of specifications as ordinarily,
prepared by architects. Prerequisite: 402. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lec
ture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
•
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MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE
101. Shop Practice. Six hours lecture and laboratory each week. Practice
in the use of hand tools and semi-precision instruments on bench work and lay
out jobs. The basic principles of the power saw, drill press and pedestal
grinding. Three hours credit. Fee $3.00.
301. Machine Shop Lathe Practice. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each
week. Laboratory practice on the lathe. Includes the fundamental operations of
straight, shoulder and taper turning; screw cutting, chuck and face plate work,
boring, reaming, filing and polishing. Tool and cutter grinding. Six hours
credit. Fee $3.00.
302. Machine Shop Shaper and Planer Practice. Ten hours lecture and
laboratory each week. Prerequisite 301. Laboratory practice on the shaper
and planer. Includes the fundamental operations of machining flat, square,
shoulders, V-Grooves, tappered, T-Slots, Dove Tails, concave and convex sur
faces; key ways.Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
303. Machine Shop Milling Machine Practice. Ten hours lecture and lab
oratory each week. Prerequisite 302. Laboratory practice on the milling
machine includes the operation of milling, plain, slotting, sawing, angle, counter-
bore, index, straddle, uses of various milling attachments. Six hours credit. Fee
$3.00.
401. Machine Shop Surface and Cylindrical Grinding, Boring Mill. Ten
hours lecture and laboratory each week. Prerequisite 303. Laboratory prac
tice on the surface and cylindrical grinders also boring mill operation. Includes
the operations of grinding—flat, bevel, contour, flutes and grooves, and tapering
surfaces. The operaUons of internal—straight, taper, bevel grinding boring in
ternal and external facing, grooving and bevel turning. Six hours credit. Fee
$3.00.
402. Advance Machine Shop Operations. Ten hours lecture and laboratory
ea^ week. PrerequUite 401. More advanced practice on machine tools, gears
and gear cutting. Heat treatment of steel. Work organized and carried out
on a production basis, with standard time, work limits, inspection and assembly.
Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
403. Tool Making. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week. Prere
quisite 402. Jigs and Fixtures. Tool making, selection, tooling and set-up of
machine tools. Estimating machinery time and preparation of operating instruc
tions for complete units. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
PIPE TRADES
101. Pipe Trades. Tools and materials. Plumbing defined—develop tool
handling technique, duties and responsibilities, classification and selection of
materials. Six hours lecture and laboratory each week. Three hours credit.
Fee $3.00.
301. Pipe Trades. Plumbing. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week.
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Pipe forming, threading, yarning cast iron Joints, leading, sweating and making
pipe joints. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
302. Plumbing Operations. Ten hours lecture and laboratory mch week.
Development of skills involving measurements, installationsof regulators, tapping
mains, plumbing laws and regulations, blueprint reading. Prerequisite: 301. Six
hours credit. Fee $3.00.
303. Plumbing Slake Up—Testing. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each
week. Prerequisite: 302. The assembly of drainage, ventilation, mam vents,
continuous vents. The roughing in of water services, the application of water,
smoke and air tests. Water treatment method and purification. Six hours
credit. Fee $3.00.
401. Pipe Trades. Plumbing Estinujting andInstallation. Teahours lecture
and laboratory each week. Prerequisite: 303. Determining cost of labor and
materials for installations. Theassembly and study offixtures, pumps, technique
and practical soldering, wiping lead joints. Welding and Brazing. Six hours
credit. Fee $3.00.
402-403. Plumbing layouts and Heating. Ten hours lecture and laboratory
each week. Prerequisite: 401. Calculating heat, gas and water requirements
for buildings, making layouts for actual jobs, checking installations. Steam and
hot water heating .systems. Copper tubing and fittings. Six hours credit, each
quarter. Fee $3.00.
RADIO
101. General Radio. Fundamentals of radio and electronics. Course will
orientate student with radio principles. Will give him its connection with in
dustry. 6 hours laboratory. Three hours aedit. Fee $2.00.
301. Principles of Radio. Prindplea and practices of radio commumcation.
The transmission procedures of both phone and code in communications,
tures, demonstrations, and laboratory experiments. 8 hours laboratory, 2 ours
lecture Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
302 Maintenance and Repair. Maintenance and repair of radio, sound
equipment and electronic equipment. Adjusting and servicing of radio transmit
ters. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Prerequisite: 301. Six hours credit.
Fee $2.00.
303. Frequency Modulation Receivers. Theory of frequency modulation
receivers. Lectures, demonstrations and laboratory experiments. 8 hours lab
oratory, 2 hours lecture-Prerequisite: 302. Six hours credit. Fee $2.0.
401. Servicing of F. M. Receivers. Familiarity with the equipment used
for high frequency measurement is afforded together with a survey of the
various techniques employed in the repair ofF.M. receivers. 8 hours laboratory
2 hours lecture. Prerequisite: 303. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
402. Transmitter Theory and Practice. A review and application of the
theory underlying the operation of F M. transmitters. Lectures, demonstra
tions and experiments. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture. Prerequisite: 401.
Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
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403. Electronics. The study of the characteristics of electron tubes and
their function as detectors, amplifiers, and generators. Electronics. The study
of the principle of radio construction and repair. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours
lecturePrerequisite: 403. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
SHEET METAL TRADES
101. Sheet Metal Tools and Materials. Six hours laboratory each week.
The fundamental operations of sheet metal practice; developing patterns and
laying out work, hand and machine operations. Three hours credit. Fee $3.00.
301. Sheet Metal. Pattern Work and Development. Ten hours lecture
and laboratory each week. Seaming, jointing, forming sheet metal work from
patterns. Pattern drafting and template work from sketches and designs. Six
hours credit. Fee $3.00.
302. Sheet Metal. Aircraft. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week.
Prerequisite: 301. Hand forming and stretching, bulk head sections, cowling,
stabilizer secUon, metal fuselage and riveUng.Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
303. Sheet Metal. Materials and Methods. Ten hours lecture and labora-
each week. Prerequisite: 302. The study of technical information, markets
and supplies, job requirements and material selection in accordance with same
construction methods. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
01. Sheet Metal. Heating and Ventilation. Ten hours lecture and lab-
opr each week. Heat transmission and the design of heating, ventilation
and air conditioning systems Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
SHOE REPAIRING AND LEATHER
101. Shoe Repairing. Tools and Materials. The study of tooU, their
preparation and use of leather. Use of
w?rk machines. Practical shop keeping and simple bando x. Three hours credit. Fee $2.00.
hPpffiH- Fundamental Shop Practice. Pattern cutting sole and
incr ma'v' machine adjustment and use, plain soling and beel-
t^leatiing and shining. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hourslecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2 00
fprpt?; Mi '̂̂ ^naneous Shop Practice and Methods. Study of dif-mrent types of machine parts and operations. Sho dyeing and leather finishing.
Termnology classification, selection and source of leather. Shoe rebuilding.
and insoIes. Counter making, welt sewing. General machine
1 c- ® Prerequisite: 301. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hourslecture Six hours credit. Fee $2 00
303. Shoe Repair. General,Leather Work. Making articles of leather.
Toohng, pattern cutting and simple shoe construction. Prerequisite: 302. 8
hours laboratoiy, 2hours lecture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
401-402. Shoe Repair. Orthopedia and Advanced Leather Work. The theory
of orthopedia. Anatomy, physiology and deformities of the foot. Building or
thopedic heels; making orthopedic uppers, making arch supports. Shoe fit
ting and correction. Prerequisite: 303. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lecture.
Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
1
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403. Shop Repair. Advanced Shop Keeping. Record keeping, order making.
Profits and methods. Prerequisite: 401-2. 8 hours laboratory, 2 hours lec
ture. Six hours credit. Fee $2.00.
METALLIC ARC WELDING
101. Metallic Arc Welding. Instruction in the D.C. and A.C. Electric
Arc Welding machine. How to connect and care for equipment, safety pre
cautions, utility of the arc for welding purposes. Current to be used for rod
of different diameters. Striking and manipulating the arc . . . position of the
electrode. Bending, tacking, weaving, padding, and filling sequence. A study
of the nomenclature of arc welding will be given partly in 101, the other will
follow in 301 and 302. Six hours laboratory each week. Three hours credit.
Fee $3.00.
301.This course will be a continuation of 101. Preparation of material for
welding. Alignment, beveling, butt weld," caulking weld, fillet weld, strength
weld using both bare and coated rods on mild steel in all positions and test
ing same. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week. Six hours credit.
Fee $3.00.
302. This course shall .consist of a study of the welding symbols, their
use and application. A study of blue print reading and designing. Metals
and their response to welding in terms of their physical and chemical properijes.
Advance laboratory practices and project making, testing of the many weld
specimen. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week. Six hours credit.
Fee $3.00.
303. (Alternate 311 or 312) Carbon Arc Welding. Instruction in welding
using carbon arc with and without filler rod on D.C. sets. Use of double
carbon arc on A.C. welding machines, welding non-ferrous metals copier,
brone, brass, monel and aluminum. Welding galvanized steel. Reclaiming
castings. Building up bronze bearing on steel and cast iron. Cutting by car
bon arc. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week. Six hours credit. Fee
$3.00.
311. Alloy Steels and Cast Iron. (1) Welding of chrome, stainless, and
chrome-moly steels. Welding of other alloy steels. Welding of maganesc
steels. Arc manipulation and selection of proper electrodes, also a study of
the chemical composition of the varied alloys and their uses. (2) Welding of
cast iron and moly-nickel cast iron. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each
week. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
312. Hard-Fachig, Tool Welding. Building up worn parts using high
carbon manganese steel, hard-facing classification. Metallurgical characteristics
of different hard-facing materials. Deposit charcteristis. Building up cutting
edges on tools, plow points, rod graders, etc. Use of both metallic and carbon
arc methods. Ten hours lecture and laboratory each week. Six hours credit.
Fee $3.00.
401. Spots or Resistance Welding. Instruction in the resistance welding
process. Study of heat, pressure, and timing necessary to make resistance welds
on all gauges of mild steel, alloy steel, copper and aluminum. Study of the
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weldability of different metals by the resistance process. Ten hours lecture
and laboratory each week. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
402-403. Oxy-Acetlylene Welding and Cutting. (1) Setting-up apparatus,
safety lighting and adjusting the torch flame. Condition required for perfect
combustion. Carburizing, oxidizing and neutral flame ,and their effects while
welding. (2) Methods of Welding with Oxy-Acetylene. Running beads and
making joinU without filler rods. Sies on tips used for different thickness of
metals. Running beads and making joints using filler rods, oxy-acctylene weld
ing of cast iron, bronze, aluminmum and silver soldering. (3) Oxy-Acetylene
Cutting. Instruction in use and care of the equipment, both manual and
automatic. (4) Oxy-Acetylene Welding of Pipe and Tubing (AUoy Steel).
Instruction in welding small and large pipes. Cutting, fitUng and welding all
pipe joints. Making of templets for cutting angles. Instruction in the weld
ing of steel and alloy tubing. Ten hour slccture and laboratory each week. S«
hours credit. Fee $3.00.
Note:—There will be given a theory and laboratory examination at the
end of each course which must satisfactorily passed before entering the next
course.
WELDING
101. History a?td Elementary Principles of Electrical Household Appliance.
General repair of smaTf household appliance. Six hours laboratory each wecit.
Three hours credit. Fee $3.00.
301. Processes and Uses of Tools and Equipment in Soldering, Bending
Pl<irmg and Swedging. Ten hours laboratory andlecture each week. Six
hours credit. Fee $3.00.
302. Transfering, Removing and Charging a System with Refrigerant.
Converting from one system to another. Ten hours laboratory andlecture
each week. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
303. Testing and Overhauling Refrigerant Control Valves. Ten hours
laboratory and lecture each. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
401. Installation. Testing^Replacing of Heating E'ements. Insulation,
Thermo-Switches, etc. in Domestic and Commercial Appliances. Ten hours
laboratory and lecture each week. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
402. Insta'Jtion, Testing, Replcing, Repairing. Adjusting Parts of
Mechanical, Domestic and Commercial Applances. Ten hours laboratory and
lecture each week. Six hours credit. Fee $3.00.
403. Motor and Compressor Testing and Rebuilding. Ten hours labora
tory and lecture each week. Six hour scredit. Fee $3.00.
MECECANICAL DRAWING
111. Drawing Practice. Instruction in the use of instruments, embracing
geometrical constructions, orthographic projection, special and auxiliary views,
and sections. Freehand lettering. Freshmen. Two three-hour and three two-
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hour laboratory periods. Required of all Engineering students. Three hours
Credit. Fee $1.00.
112. Pictorial Representation. Technical Sketching. The last half of the
quarter's work is devoted to a project in engineering drawing, involving pre
liminary sketches, working drawings, tracing, and blueprints of a complete
machine. Two three-hour or three two-hours laboratory periods. Required of
all Engineering students. Spring. Three hours credit. Fee $1.00.
113. Continuation of Orthographic Projection, Dimensioning. Representa
tion of bolts, rivets, springs, pipe. Working drawings of machine parts.
Freehand lettering. Freshmen. Two three-hour or three two-hour laboratoiy
periods. Required of all Engineering students. Winter. Three hours credit.
Fee $1.00.
211. Descriptive Geometry. An elementary study of the point, line, and
plane, with theoretical and practical problems. Sophomore. Required of all
Engineering students. Three hours credit.
212. Descriptive Geometry (continued). Curved surfaces, their tangent
fines and planes and intersections. The development of surfaces; shades and
shado^vs; perspective. Sophomore. Required of all Engineering students.
213. Graphic Statics. Elementary graphic principles; use of fo^^^
funicular polygons; determination of stresses in trusses and beams, ®
graphics of machinery, including the effect of friction on the forces
mitted. Sophomore. Required of all Mechanical, General and ElcctncaJ
Engineering students. Three hours credit.
SPECIALIZED TRADE TRAINING COURSES
In addition to the regular college curricula offerings, specialized training is
given in certain areas of instruction, the compleUon of which quaUfies on^
for a special certificate. It is the primary purpose of these courses to
one for successful participation in our present and future basis economy m
shortest possible time.
Qualifications for Admission'.
1. The applicant must be a high school graduate, a veteran of World War
II or at least 21 years of age.
2. It is not necessary that one should meet the regular college entranc
- • ana
OliVUiiX AUCCU kiiw * — * —
requirements, however, be must give sufficient evidence of training
experience which would enable him to pursue satisfactorily fk® course
desired.
3. Eligibility for admission shall be determined by the Committee on
Admissions.
Scope
The trade curriculum of the Division of Engineering and Industrial Educa
tion is offered primarily for the development of skills and acquisition of related
information in the several trades.
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It is the aim of the specialized trade curriculum to meet the training demand
of persons who are not eligible or do not desire college credit, but who want to
prepare themselves with the basic skills necessary to enter directly into industry
as a workman. Upon the satisfactory completion of the prescribed course as
outlined below: A certificate will be awarded.
Trades Curriculum
ITOST YEAR
♦Shop (4 hours per day, S days per
week)












6. Machine Shop Practice
SECOND YEAR
♦Shop (4 hours per day, 5 days per
week)












13. Electrical Household Appliances
RELATED STUDY
Related English I. Astudy of English for everyday Hvlng. Fundamentals
of speech and grammar, pronunciation, spelling, writing and defining technical
words and terms. Writing of short sentences. Required of all first year students,
three quarters. S one-hour lecture per week. 60 clock hours credit each
quarter.
Related English II. Written and oral description of jobs performed in the
related shop classes; reading and interpreting technical literature, writing job
^ecifications and business letters. Required of all second year trade students.
Three quarters. S one-hour lecture per week 60 clock hours credit each
quarter.
Rented Mathematics I. Study of fundamental principles necessary as a back
^ estimating, calculating of wages, materials and supplies. Requiredot all trade students one quarter. 5 one-hour lecture per week. 60 clock hours
credit per quarter.
Related Mathematics II. Estimating and calculating of job cost based upon
labor and materials. Required of all trade students one quarter. 5 one-hour
lecture per week. 60 clock hours credit per quarter.
Related Drawing I. Reading of blueprints of ordinary working drawings
and interpretation of symbols, etc. Required of all trade students one quarter.
S one-hour lecture per week. 60 clock hours credit per quarter.
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Related Drawing II. Fundamentals of making ordinary working drawings
and detail sketches. Required of all trade students one quarter. 5 one-hour
lecture per week. 60 clock hours credit per quarter.
Industrial Relations I. Everyday business problems; fundamental princi
ples of laws most needed in everyday business transactions. Required of all
trade students one quarter. S one-hour lecture per week. 60 clock hours credit
per quarter.
Industrial Relations II. A study of employer-employee relations, labor
unions, etc. Required of all trade students one quarter. 5 one-hour lecture per
week. 60 clock hours credit per quarter.
TRADES
Aero Mechanics
The curriculum in Aero Mechanics is designed to meet CAA. standards
for both the Aircraft and Aircraft Engine licenses.
Unit 1. Elementary Aircraft. Regulations; airplane types; ariation his
tory; fuselage construction; drafting layouts ol wing and tail sections, con
structions % scale; metal fabrication; welding.
Unit 2. Elementary Engines. Principles of internal combustion, DiMels,
lubcrication; oil, fuel, elccrtical and carburetion systems; dissection o a
types engines, propelers, carburetors and magnetos.
Unit 3. Advanced Fuselage. -Analysis and estimation of repairs,
tural repair, alignment and priming; interior finish; gla.ss, seat, instrument an
control installation. All work on "live" equipment.
Unit 4. Advanced Engines. Disassembly; micrometer, microscopic and
Magnaflux inspection; assembly; liming; running-in of Continental,
Pratt and Whitney, Kinner, Wright, and other engies; trouble shootig,
and parts cost estimation.
Unit S. Adz'anced IP/rig, Inspection and analysis of repair work,
methods, wood and metal; hand and spray doping, farbnc covering an
repairs; lettering; assembly, rigging and in.spcction3; weight and aance
procedure; C.A.A. forms.
Unit 6. Field Work. Assignment to line duty at airport, practice teac
ing, C.AA. practical and written examinations.
Auto Mechanics
Unit 1. Bench Work and Engines. Familiarization of tools and equipment,
care and operation of tools and equipment. Study of bolts, nuts, screws an
threads. Engine design and principles, disassembly, cleaning and inspecting
engine parts. Mechanical principles, assembly of engines.
Unit 2. Engine Accesosries, Carburetion, and Lubrication. Study of func
tions and repairs of starters, generators, ignition devices, and engine accessories.
Study of cumbustion and fuel. Study of function, repair and maintenance of
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carburetors, fuel pumps, fuel lines. Study of functions, repair and maintenance
of lubrication system.
Unit 3. Engine Overhaul. Fitting and installing piston rings, insF>ecting
and grinding valves, adjusting valve stem clearance, cleaning and adjusting
spark plugs; inspecting, cleaning and adjusting ignition points. Inspecting and
testing secondary wiring. Fitting and installing bearings. Inspecting and test
ing crank shafts; valve timing. Ignition timing, motor analysis.
Unit 4. Chassis Maintenance, Gas and Electric Welding. Maintenance proc
esses, disassembly and construction; assembly and repairs of clutches, trans
missions, free wheeling, over drive, and fluid drive units. Repairs and main
tenance of universal joints, drive shafts and final drives. Principles and prac
tice of gas and electric welding as applied to auto mechanics.
Unit S. Advanced Accessories and Electrical Appliances. Starters, generators,
magnems, battery ignition systems, wiring. Relays and voltage regulators.
Umt 6. Body, Fender Work and Spray Painting. Metal bumping, shrink-
rfi sanding; leading and glaring, priming, surfacing and finishing,o'or tinting, lacquers and synthetic enameU.
Carpentry
, I- Tools, Machines and Materials. Historical study of development
Materials in woodworking. Care and use of tools and materials,
of rnn ^ fundamental operations in carpentry work. Methods
strurti' 1^^ involving the selection of building -materials on the basis of theirand aestheUc merits and the broad application of the principles of
^ woo rame construction, according to approved practices.
In- roiitinn Processes. Sizing, joining, panel construction, kerf-
Unit to cabinet construction and carpentry construction.
structinn nf Study of types and methods of house framing. Cont tio of foundations, wall and roof.
siding,applying of sheathing and
screens MinHc l Construction of window and door frames,, bh ds, porches and steps.—, r-—duu SlCpS.
(.pji:-- Carpentry. Methods and applying of standard trims, floor-
s^i^g hark:::r""^^
timates of ^P^"fioations. Methods used in and making of cs-
pared by architects. '̂̂ ^ buildings. Study of specifications as ordinarily pre-
Drafling
Unit 1, Introduction to Architecture. Survey of the building industry;
arc 1ec P*"®" use of drawing tools; lettering; planning indication; simple
design problems.
Unit 2. Analysis and Solution of Simple Buildings. Study of space and
mass; structural details; outline specifications.
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Unit 3. Analysis of Simple Interiors, color, furnishings.
Unit 4. Analysis and Solution of Buildings of Moderate Complexity, with
emphasis on domestic, civic and recreational problems.
Unit 5. Description and Analysis of Healing. Airconditioning, water sup
ply, plumbing electrical wiring, illumination, and accoustical treatment.
Unit 6. Material Quantities: estimating; builders organization and proce
dure job records.
Electricity
Unit 1. Electricity. Theory of circuits. Practice in house wiring, switches,
fuses, line leads.
Unit 2 and 3. Theory and practice in power transmission transformers,
meters, line wiring, advanced house wiring. Installation and repairs of stoves,
water heaters, etc.
Unit 4 and S. Generator and Motor Rewinding and Repairing. Theorj and
practice in the design, maintenance and repair of distribution loads.
Unit 6. Illumination, estimating, national electrical code, power generation,
motor design.
Masonry
Unit 1. Fundamentals of Bricklaying. The study of materials; care and
use of tools. Mortar making and spreading; laying bricks between vertica
points, building piers, plumbing and leveling.
Unit 2. Foundations and Brick Construction. The study and constmcUon
of simple, spread and stepped footings; foundation walls and under-pinmng.
Excavating and construction of walls, steps and flues.
Unit 3. Advanced Brick Construction. The study and construction of
chimneys, mantles, special wall designs, arches, and bonds.
Unit 4. Fundamental Concrete Work and Cement Finishing. The
materials; care and use of tools. Application of concrete mixtures ,form ui
ing. Construction of foundation walls, walks and floors.
Unit 5. Fundamentals of Plastering. The study of common matenals; care
and use of tools. Mixtures and application.
Unit 6. Estimating and Spedficalion. Methods used in and making of es
timates of costs as applied to buildings. Study of specifications as ordinarly
prepared by architects.
Machine Shop Practice
Unit 1. Machine Shop Lathe Practice. Laboratory practice on the lathe.
Includes the fundamental operations of straight, shoulder and taper turning;
screw cutting, chucking and face plate work, boring, reaming, filing and polish
ing. Tool and cutter grinding.
Unit 2. Machine Shop Shaper and Planer Practice. Laboratory practice on
the shaper and planer. Includes the fundamental operations of machining fiat.
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square, sholders, V-Grooves, tapered, T-Slots, Dove Tails, concave and con
vex surfaces; key ways.
Unit 3. Machine Shop Milling Machine Practice. Laboratory practice on
the milling machine includes the operation of milling, plain, slotting, sawing,
angle, counterbore, index, straddle, uses of various milling attachments.
Unit 4. Machine Shop Surface and Cylindrical Grinding, Boring Mill. Lab
oratory practice on the surface and cylindrical grinders also boring mill opera
tion. Includes the operations of grinding—flat, bevel, contour, flutes and grooves,
and tapering surfaces. The operations of internal—straight, taper, bevel grind
ing internal and external facing, grooving and bevel turning.
Umt 5. Advance Machine Shop Operations. More advanced practice on
machine tools, gears and gear cutting. Heat treatment of steel. Work organ
ized and carried out on a production basis, with standard time, work limits,
inspection and assembly.
Unit 6. Tool Making. Jigs and Fixtures. Tool making, selection, tooling
an set-up of machine tools. Estimating machinery time and preparation of
operating instructions for complete units.
Pipe Trades
Umt 1. Pip^ Trades. Tools and Materials. Plumbing defined—develop
00 andling technique, duties and responsibilities, classification and selec
tion of materials.
Unit 2. Pipe Trades. Plumbing. Pipe forming, threading, yarning cast
joints, leading, sweating and making pipe joints.
. Trades. Plumbing Operations., Devlopment of skills involv-
'°^^ '̂l^tions of regulators, tapping mains, plumbing laws andregulauons, blue print reading.
drabr' Tradci. Plumbi7ig Make Up—Testing. The assembly of
vents, continuous vents. The roughing in of water
a A ^ fPP '̂̂ fion of water, smoke and air tests. Water treatment methodand purification.
T'radci. Plumbing Estimating afid Installation. Determining
cost ot labor and materials for installations. The assembly and study of fix-
and practical soldering, wiping lead joints. Welding
Unit 6. Pipe Trades. Plumbing Layouts. Calculating heat, gas and water
requirements for buildings, making layouU for actual jobs, checking installa
tions. Steam and hot water heating systems. Copper tubing and fittings.
Radio
Unit I. Principles of Radio. Principles and practice of radio communica
tion. Lectures, demonstrations and laboratory experiments.
Unit 2. Maintenance and Repair. Maintenance and repair of radio, sound
equipment and electronic equipment. Adjusting and servicing of radio trans
mitters.
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Unit 3. Frequency Modulation Receivers. Thory of frequency modulation
receivers. Lectures, demonstrations and experiments.
Unit 4. Servicing of F. M. Receivers. Familiarity with the 'equipment
used for high frequency measurement is afforded together with a survey of the
various techniques employed in the repair of F. M. Receivers.
Unit 5. Transmitter Theory and practice. Areview and appUcatioo of the
theory underlying the operaUon of F. M. Uansmitters. Lectures, demonstrations
and experiments.
Unit 6. Radio Communication and Codes. The transmission procedures of
both phone and code.
Sheet Metal
Unit 1. Sheet Metal Tools and Materials. The fundameoul operadons of
sheet metal practice; developing patterns and laying out work, hand and ma
chine operations.
Unit 2. Sheet Metal. Pattern Work and Development. Seaming, jointing,
forming sheet metal work from patterns. Pattern drafting and template work
from sketclics and designs.
Unit 3. Sheet Metal. Aircraft. Hand forming and stretching, bulk head
section, cowling, stabilizer section, metal fuselage and riveting.
Unit 4. Sheet Metal. Materials andMethods. The study oftechnical infor
mation, markets and supplies, job requirements and material section in ac
cordance with same construction methods.
Unit S and 6. Sheet Metal. Heating and ventilation. Heat transmission
and the design of heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems.
Shoe Repairing and Leather Work
Unit 1. Tools and Afaterials. The study of tools, their names, classification
and care. Simple preparation and use of leather. Use of hand tools, care of
machines. Practical shop keeping and simple hand work.
Unit 2. Fundamental Shop Practice. Pattern cutting, sole and heel fitting,
edge finishing, machine adjustment and use. Plain soling and heeling; machine
patching, shoe cleaning, and shining.
Unit 3. Miscellaneous Shop Practice and Methods. Study of different type
of machine parts and operations. Shoe dyeing and leather rcfinishing. Termin-
ology, classification, selection and source of leather. Shoe rebuilding fitting
shanks and insoles, counter making, welt sewing. General machine operations
and simple cementing.
Unit 4. General Leather Work. Making articles of leather, tooling, pattern
cutting and simple shoe construction.
Unit 5. Advanced Leather Work. Building orthopedic heels, making ortho
pedic uppers, making arch supports. Shoe fitting and correction.
Unit 6. Advanced Shop Keeping. Record keeping, order making. Profits
and methods.
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Welding
Unit 1. Metallic Arc Welding. Instruction in the D.C. and A.C. Elec
tric Arc Welding machine. How to connect and care for equipment, safety
preautions, utility of the arc for welding purposes. Current to be used for
rod of different diameters. Striking and manipulating the arc . . . position
of the electrode. Bending, tacking, weaving, padding, and filling sequence.
study of the nomenclature of arc welding will be given partly in Unit 1,
the other will follow in Units 2 and 3,
Unit 2. T/iis course will be a continuation of Unit 1. Preparation of
material for welding. AUgnment. beveling, butt weld, caulking weld, fillet weld,
s rength weld using both bare and coated rods on mild steel in all positions
and testing same.
Unit 3. This course shall consist of a study of the welding syttibols, their
and th • ^ study of blue print reading and designing. Metals
ties Th welding in terms of their physical and chemical proper-
wpU laboratory practices and project making, testing of the many
spcciinen.
proc^ Resistance Welding. Instruction in the resistance welding
welds nn n" ^ pressure, and timing necessary to make resistance
the WpW k copper and aluminum. Study of
tus safetv^if Welding and Cutting. (1) Sclting-up appara-
fect comhn r adjusting the torch flame. Condition required for per-
while weldin'̂ " r Uarburizing, oxidizing and neutral flame, and their effects
and makincr t . Methods of welding with oxy-acetylenc. Running beads
of metals rods. Sies on tips used for different thicknesses
welding of making joints using filler rods, oxy-acetylene
Acetylene Cutting^Io.t and silver soldering. (3) Oxy-and automatic u/n . equipment, both manual
—Inslruriinn ir, ' U*y-Acctylenc Welding of Pipe and Tubing (AUoy Steel)
all pipe joints M ' ^utUng, fitting and welding
welding of steel and al'loy tubi'ng"""'"
Household Appliances
Use of tnnU clecentary principles of electrical household appliancese of tools and equipment in soldering, bending, flaring and swedging.
Tnnvprr f removing and charging a system with refrigerant.Co erting from one. type system to another
Unit 3. Testing and overhauUng refrigerant control valves.
nit 4. Installation, testing, replacing of heating elements, insulation,
thcrmo switches, etc. in domestic and commercial appliances.
Unit 5. Installation, testing, replacing, repairing, adjusting parts of
mechanical, domestic and commercial appliances.
Unit 6. Motor and compressor testing and rebuilding.
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DIVISION OF HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
Mebl R. Eppse, Director of Division and Professor of History.
James K. Anthony, Instructor of Geography.
WiLLL,\M F. Butler, Associate Professor of History.
William Kappen Fox, Associate Professor of History.
Kenneth A. Johnson, Associate Professor of History.
Elsie M. Lewis, Professor of History, and Director of Graduate Department.
Lois C. McDougald, Assistant Professor of History.
Frederick J. D. McKi.vky, Assistant Professor of Geography.
Mazie O. Tyson, Associate Professor of Geography and Head of Department
of Geography.
♦Raleigh A. Wilson, Associate Professor of History.
Elza E. Bogan, Graduate Assistant, Division of History.
Norman W. Waltson, Graduate Assistant, Division of History.







Name of Courses I H HI Name of Courses
Engish 101-2-3 3 3 3 English 201-2-3 ^ ^ ^
Foreign Language 3 3 3 Foreign Language ^ ^ ^
History 121-2-3 3 3 3 ' Sodal Studies 3 3 3
Science (Biology, Chemis- Major ^ ^ ^
try, Physics or Math- - Minor ^ ^ ^
matics) 4 4 4 Physical Ed. 201-2-3 .
Elective 3 3 3
Physical Ed. 101-2-3 1 1 1
17 17 17
Upper Division
JUNIOR YEAR Quarter senior year
Hours Credit
Name of Courses I II IH Name of Courses
Political Science 313 3 History 411 ^
Major 6 6 6 Major
Minor 3 3 3 Minor









18 IS IS •
Curricula are arranged in the Division of History and Geography leading
to the following degrees:
Bachelor of Arts-rfce curriculum above.
Bachelor of Science—see curriculum below.
♦On Leave.
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Bachelor of Science Degree
TeachiDg of High School Subjects
FRESHMAN YEAR Quarter
Sours Credit




try, Physics and Mathe
matics) 4
Geography 171-2-3 3
















































laboratory for deficient students
and pursue courses in the Division of History and Geography
will ^ cumuhtive grade of "D ' or less during the first six weeks
earh T attend a Social Studies Laboratory from 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.c uesday there ft r during the quarter.
sist '̂̂ '' 'fboratory course "How to Study" will be offered. It will include as-
Tihnr^ 1" reading, note taking, use of reference titles, general use of the
torv study. The entire divisional staff function in this labora-teachers will arrange individual conferences to ascertain
the causes of the deficiendes.
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
The objectives of the Department of Geography are (1) to give to the
student a clear realization of the relation of the field of geography to other
jelds of knowledge, and (2) to emphasize instruction in geography as an es
sential part of a liberal education.
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A major in geography consists of 4S quarter hours. A student who selects
geography as a major is advised to take Geology 111-12-13.
A minor consists of 27 quarter hours, including Geography 371-72-73.
Geography 171-2-3 are prerequisites to all courses in geography except
courses 261, 262, 391, and 393.
171-2-3. *Elements of Geography. (9) Astudy of the fundament^ of
geography as a foundation to the understanding of social problems. An inter
pretive survey of regional patterns of settlement interpretive of lands and other
basic resources.
261. ^Elements of Climatology. (3) A study of cUmatlc elements and
controls. The graphic and cartographic representation of climatic settlement
and land utilization in relation to types of climate.
262. *Conservation of Natural Resources. (3) A study of effective util
ization and conservation of water, soil, mineral and forest resources.
271-2-3. *Ecotwmic Geography. (9) A survey of world distribution of
the products of industry. Astudy of commodities, of international trade, and
of trade routes.
275. *Business Geography. (3) A course pointing the use of geographic
principles in business. This course emphasizes the application of physical con
ditions of the earth to retail and wholesale business on natural and international
basis.
276. Descriptive Astronomy. (3) A non-mathematical approach to the
study of astronomy. Course includes class lectures, discussions, and outside
readings. Open only to majors in geography or with consent of the instruc
tor.
371. *Vnited States and Canada. (3) Recognition, analysis and interpre
tation of its basic physiographic features, resources and human adjustments wit
in its several unit areas.
372. *Caribbean America. (3) The northern countries of Latin America,
the West Indies; their patterns of land occupance; their commercial relation
with the United States.
373. *South America. (3) Regions and resources of South America. Dis
tinctive role of each country.
381. *Europe. (3) Regions and resources of Europe. Distinctive role of
each country. Geographic basis of international conflict.
382. Geography of Cities. (3) Prerequisite, Geography 171, 172, 173 or
271, 272, and 273. Geographic factors in the origin and growth of urban
centers. Analysis and synthesis of the economic and physical structure and
functions of trade centers In the light of their geographic setting; areal expan
sion: intra- and intcr-trade center relations; integration with avenues of
communication; city planning.
391. *Political Geography. (3) A study of commercial relations, terri
torial aims and aspirations, boundaries and raw materials. (3).
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393. *Meleorology. (3) A study of the atmosphere, the instruments used
in Weather observation, with emphasis upon the application of Meteorology to
Aeronautics.
401. Mrio. (3) Resources and economic activities in their regional set
ting. Aggressive policies in territorial expansion; China's territorial integrity.
402-403. Geographic of the South. A regional study of the South as a
hold during the first quarter, and a detailed study of Tennessee, the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA), and adjoining areas during the second quarter.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of geography. Credit: Three hours per quarter.
404. *Africa. (3) Resources and regions of Africa. Distinctive roles of
outh Africa and Egypt will be given special emphasis.
405. *World Resources. (3) A study of the natural conditions and re-
wurces in the major areas of international concern. Prerequisites Geography
71-2-3 and senior standing.
406. Mounlain Geography. Astudy of the highland areas of the world.
pastoral, and industrial; mountain communities; recreational
Prlju' andboundary theories. Prerequisite: Nine hours of georgraphy.credit: Three quarter hours.
^ consideration of the physical environment and'c activities of the Far East. Prerequisites Geography 171-2-3.
indTt - Localization. <3) World distribution of manufacturings ncs. Detailed analysis of selected industrial districts and industries.
Eeo^nV^^°^^"'5 Gcogro/,fty. (3) Principles of organizing and presentingc materials for teaching purposes in secondary schools.
GRADUATE COURSES
EMgraphic'u^rtlltrr ^
S04 preliminary to thesis writing,
ca levpnfc Geography. (3) The influence of Geography upon histori-
will be cn around the Mediterranean, in the United States and Asia
Prerequisite Geography 371-2-3.
• ^ eographical Research. (3) Fields trips and materials.
emnhacio (3) Astudy of graphic methods and maps. Special
Deriodt f>, ° reading, map projections and construction. Two laboratoryperi s three times per week.
A thorough perusal of
department of HISTORY
InstrucUon in the Department of History is designed to present the main
pec 0 the rise and development of civilization. The Department emphasizes
the social, economic, and political phases of History but it also deals with
the institutional, reUgious, cultural, diplomatic and religious phases. The aim
of the Department is to enable students to read historical literature critically
and to acquaint the student with the facts in the development of man and of
civilization.
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A student who makes History his major will be expected to have covered
the Survey courses in American History and European History; specifically,
History 201-2-3 and History 301-2. In addition, each student is expected to
fulfill all College requirements. Those students who desire the Bachelor's degree
in History must fulfill all College requirements. Those students who desire
the Bachelor's degree in History must fulfill, in addition to the requirements
of the College, the following Divisional requirements: History 121-2-3; 201-2-3;
211-2-3, 301-2-3, and 411. The Department advises the student to complete
these courses within the first two years of his work at the College.
Instruction in History is designed to give to the student within the first
two years a knowledge of the important events, characters and developments
in the past of mankind. To achieve this aim, the Department requires that all
majors have a general understanding of certain related fields.
A student who makes History his minor will be e.xpected to have completed
the same amount of prerequisite work as that indicated in the preceding
paragraphs. In addition, each minor must complete nine hours of History in a
prescribed area. Hence, a student with a minor inHistory must have a minimum
of 18 hours.
All majors in History are required to select their advanced courses in the
Senior College from one of the following three areas, namely (1) American
History—United States (Colonial, Middle, Recent and Regional History) and
(2) European History and World Civilization and Culture.
A major in History shall include History 121-2-3, 211-2-3, 321, 322-3, and
411; nine additional hours in Junior or Senior courses in History; Economics
211-2-3 or Sociology 211-2-3; and Pohtical Science 211-2-3.
Aminor in History shall include History 121-2-3, 201-2-3, and nine addiUonal
hours in courses numbered 300 or above.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Note: Course numbers shown in parentheses are numbers used in cata
logues of previous years.
121-2-3. *The Growth of CiviUzalion. (9) A study of the contribution
that all races and nations have made to our present civilization. Assigned read
ings, discussions, reports and quizzes will comprise the type of work in this
course. (Required of all freshment.)
201-2-3. *America7i History. (9) European background of the beginmngs
and estabUshment of the United States in 1789. The beginning of our Nadonal
State from 1789-1877. The development and significance of Jeffersoman De
mocracy; The War of 1812, and the growth of Nationalism; the Westward
Movement; the controversy over the Negro and his place in a democracy; the
Civil War and Reconstruction. The emergence of the industrial life and the
influence of the machine on American civilization; the problem of rapidly
changing environment; industrial consolidation; rise of organized labor; rural
trends and the Negro; the flight of the Negro to the city; American Impcrial-
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ism; education and religion; the plight of a democracy in a collectivistic society;
the second World War.
211-2-3. *Hislory o} England. (9) Not open to freshmen. History of
England to 1588; History of England, 1588-1763; History of England since
1763.
301. *Foundalion of Modern Europe. (3) Study of the emergence of the
economic development of Modern Europe through the Eighteenth Century.
Required of all majors.
302. ^Modern Europe. (3) A study of Nationalism, Democracy, Indus
trial Growth, Imperialism, and Internationalism in the Nineteenth and Twen-
Heth Centuries. Required of all majors.
303. Modern Europe continued: Same as the former course (432—
Europe since 1914) The world war (1914-1918), the peace treaties, repara
tions and war debts; reconstruction problems; minority groups; territoria
adjustments; political history of the principal nations; and contemporary
developments.
341. History of Tennessee. (3) A course in the cultural and economic
dwelopment of the Commonwealth of Tennessee. Special emphasis will be
Paced on the part the Negro has played.
381-2, (312) *Civn War and ReconsLruclion. (6) The study of the fac
tors leading to the secession and an analysis of the problems of reconstrucUon
three quarter hours each.
tnrT' Colonial History. (3) The economic, social, religious, cul-and political development of America from 1607-1789.
<333). *Constiiutional History of the United Slates to 1787. (3) The
with I ®^®^opment and operation of the Constitution of the United tates
the factors which have influenced constitutional changes an
have which the provisions and principles of the Constitution
201 ? X 'nterpreted and appUed by the courts. Prerequisite: History
^01-2-3 or Political Science 221-2-3.
uation History of the United States 1787-1816. (3)
tinnM^A I/wfory of the United Stales \&l€>-Present. (3)tmuation of History 362.
186^^ Industrial History of the United States 1603-
thp rniAA- 1 ®tudy of the economic development of the United States from
prnnnm' present with particular emphasis on the influence of
p shaping of social and political growth and change.Prerequisite: History 201-2-3
Industrial History of the United Stales 1865-Prescnt.(3) Continuation of History 371.
322-3. *The British Empire. (6) A study of the rise and expansion of
the British Empire and its influence on world history to 1783. Topics: The
Establishment of the Empire, the rise of the English sea power under the
Contin-
Con-
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Tudors; the establishment of colonies in the East and West Indies; India,
Africa, and North America under the Stuarts; the struggles with Spain, Holland
and France for world dominion; Mercantilism and Colonial administration; the
American Revolution since 1783; the lapse and revival of Imperial spirit in
Egypt, .Australia, New Zealand, and Canada; Protectorates, Mandates, crown
colonies, and ''Spheres of Influence;" the world importance of the British Em
pire; the recent developments in British Dominion Government.
332-3. *Thc Ancient Regime and Prcnch Revolution. (6) Astudy of the
impact of unrestrained powers and the work of Napoleon; the conditions of
the French people before and after the revolution.
352-3. *The Agrarian Movement in the United Stales. (6) A historical
analysis of the development of agriculture in the United States and its in
fluence on American life. Special emphasis will be placed on the reform move
ments and progressive legislation designed to improve the status of farmers.
401-402-403-(413) *Contcmparary World History. (9) This course deals
with world problems that have developed since the First World War. Topics
are selected that are of current interest and studied in the light of histonca
development.
411. *Negro History. (3) Tracing and discussing the contributions which
the Negro has made to American Civilization.
412-3 (412). *IIistory of the South. (6) Asurvey of the Political. Eco
nomic, Social and Religious history of the South and the relationship of these
institutions to the pattern of American History.
421-2-3 (422). ^Diplomatic History of the United Stales. (9) Asur\e,
of the foreign relations of the United States, with special reference
establishment and development of those major policies which ha\e determin
American international action.
431-2. *Hi5tory of the West. (6) A survey of the westward expansion
of the American Nation. Special emphasis will be given to the movement ot
population, the occupation of successive frontiers, and the influence ot tne
frontier experience upon national and international developments.
442-3. *Renaissance and Reformation. (6) The first quarter of this
course will be a survey of Europe between 1250 and 1600. Special attention wil
be given to the Renaissance, the artistic, literary, political, and commcraa
growth. During the second quarter special emphasis will be given the Protestant
Reformation and the Catholic Counter Reformation.
450. *History or Geography. (3) The writing of Senior Projects for His
tory or Geography.
451-452-453. Latin American History. (9) A general survey of the
history of Mexico, Central and South America. (1) The colonial period, wars
for Independence and (2) recent political histoiy with the economic resources
and trade relations emphasicd. (3) The development of foreign relations as
well as the Western Hemisphere Ideology of Solidarity and mutual aid.
471. *The Teaching of History. (3) The theory and materials for the
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teaching of History wil be reviewed. Open to majors in the Division who plan
to teach. Assigned readings, personal investigations, field work, and demon
strations in class.
GRADUATE
I. Each student is required to select an area of concentration and to take an
cxammation in that area before he is admitted to candidacy.
A. Student mayselect any one of the following areas of concentration:
1. American History—United States (Colonial, Middle, Recent and
Regional History)
2. European History and World Civilization and Culture
3. Geography
II. Each student is required to write a Ihesb which must show scholarly at
tainment and an abiUty to do independent research. (See pages 155-57—
Graduate Division.)
in. Student is required to complete a program of 45 quarter hours of work
as indicated below:
A. Student is required to take the foUowing courses: History 501-2-3,
Thesis Writing—9 hours; History 511, Historical Research—3 hours;
Geography SOl-2-3—9 hours; Geography 511, Geographical Research
—3 hours.
B. Fifteen quarter hours in the major field which may be selected from
either one or both of the areas of concentration.
C. Eighteen quarter hours in a related field, a minor. Student is advised
to select minor field only after consultation with the Departmental
Adviser.
D. Not more than 9 quarter hours in the undergraduate division, courses
number 300 or above may be selected by the student for either work
m his major or minor fields.
rV. Each student is required to complete a program of 45 quarter hours as
indicated below.
V. Examinations (University Requirements):
Acanchdate for the Master's degree is expected to acquire such a mastery of
a particular field of knowledge as may reasonably be expected of an ade
quately prepared student who has devoted at least 3 quarters of full-
time study to that field. Therefore, each candidate must pass, not later
than three weeks before the day on which he expects to receive the degree,
a general oral examination. This examination will cover the general field
of his major work, thesis and major and minor courses. The examination
will be conducted by a committee of not less than 3 members of the
faculty, appointed by the Chairman of this Committee.
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GRADUATE CURRICULUM
SOl-2-3. Thesis Seminar.
511. Introduction to Historical Research.
512-13. Seminar in American History.
521-2-3. Seminar in Regional History. (9) The study of problems of
Southwest and the Negro with individually assigned problems.
531-532. Recent American History. (6) The study of contemporary
problems in the United States with emphasis on the social, economic, and
political phases of American life.
541-542-543. Russian History. (9) This course deals with' the emer
gence of Russia from barbarism to a Nation State and her attempts to become
a Westernied Nation. A study of Russia's political development will be made
from Alexander I to the present day. The many changes incident to her
change from feudal state to a daynamic revolutionary state will be considered.
Special emphasis will be laid upon the impact of successive revolutionarj'
precursor of Marxian Socialism. Russian's historic mission in foreign affairs
will be employed as a guide toward an understanding of her present-day
aims.
552-3. The Far East. (6) The study of the rise, growth and develop
ment of the Orient with special emphasis on China and Japan and the role each
has played in international affairs, civilization and culture. (Formerly History
402.)
RELATED COURSES FROM OTHER DIVISIONS RECOMMENDED
For History and Geography Majors
From the Division of Humanities:
American Literature 361-2.
English Literature 311-2-3.
From the Division of Political and Soda! Sdences:
Sociology 441-2: Races and Nationalism and Problems of Minority Groups
(especially for students in Regional History).
Sociology 451: Urban Sociology^—The City.
Economics 302: Labor Problems.
Political Science 363-4-5: Political Theory.
Political Science 361: Political Parties.
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DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS
*Erna B. Jones, Director of the Division and Projessor of Home Economics
Education
Bertha M. Sawyer, Consultant
Christine Alexander, Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition
Mattye C. Flowers, Itinerant Teacher Trainer and Associate Professor of
Home Economics Education
Geraldine B. Fort, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing
Selena A. Joseph, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition
Sara P. Robinson, Resident Teacher Trainer and Assistant Professor of Home
Economics Education
Ruth A. McDowell, Instructor in Child Development
Catherine B. McKinney, Instructor in Textiles and Clothing
eulah S. Shute, Instructor in Foods and Nutrition
RENE B. Peebles, Laboratory Assistant in Chi'd Development
uanita C. Reed, Laboratory Assistant in Clothing
Mattie B. Reed, Dietician
Catherine Ray, General Supervisor of Cafeterie.
amille D -Robinson, Secretary to the Division
^ The Division of Home Economics aims to guide students in (a) develop
ing a sound and satisfying philosophy of life, (b) using intelligence in solvwg
lamily problems, (c) preparing for vocations, (d) developing
Wholesome and satisfying personal and social relationships, and in (e) enriching
their general and cultural education.
1*^^^ ^^^ision of Home Economics Ulocated in the Women's Building. Itu es the following DepartmenU; Child Development and Family Rclation-
R w NutrlUon, Home Economics Education, Home Management,Related Art, and Textiles and Clothing. The curricula of these depart ents
are planned so as to meet the needs of students who wish to become teachers,
nomemakers, dietiaans, institutional managers or home demonstration agents,
and also to meet the qualifications for graduate studies in several fields of home
economics.
The general curricula in the first two years are required of all home eco
nomics majors. After completing the freshman and sophomore general require
ments, a student may select a major in a specialized branch of home economics.
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
All students in the Division are eligible to become members of the Home
Economics Club. Its major purpose is to promote professional interest through
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H. E.Education 311 (411)
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DEPARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS AND MINORS
Students who do not wish to prepare for teaching may selec ta major from
any of the departmental groups offered. This training wi prepare or ome
making or provide basic work for specialization in one or more areas in
Home Economics.
The same program of work is required of all majors ih the Divisior, during
the freshman and sophomore years. In the area selected as a major field
the student must complete at least 27 quarter hours of course work exclusive of
courses pursued during the first two years of training. In the field selected
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for a minor, the student must complete not less than 18 hours in subjects
other than the major.
Each student will plan a program with the help of faculty advisers. Ap
proval of the program planned must be made in the Division Office.
Group I. Children Development and Family Relationships. Six courses
. equivalent to 18 credit hours. Nine or more hours are selected from Child
Development Courses 323, 351, 452, 453 and 464. Nine or more hours may be
selected from related course Nutrition 311, 451; Home Management 423;
Literature and Music.
Group II. Foods and Nutrition. Six courses equivalent to 18 credit
hours. Chemistry 322-23 and twelve hours selected from Nutrition 311, 411,
431 and 451; Foods 412, 364, and 221; Bacteriology 342-343; Agriculture 303.
Group III. Institutional Management. Twelve credit hours may be
elected from course in Institutional Management 413, 435, 450, 436 and 432;
Foods 412; NutriUon 451, and Chemistry 322-323.
Group IV. Textiles and Clothing. Six courses equivalent to 18 credit
ours of which nine or more hours may be selected from Textiles and Clothing
h 322, 323, 400, 411, 412, 413 and 421. Chemislry321. Six hours may be
selected from Texdles and Clothing Electives.
Child Development and Family Relationships
Psychology. (3) A discussion of young children and factors
^ c operate in their guidance and development. Social and emotional devel
opment, language and habit formation are emphasized. Prerequisite: Psychology
323. Child Development. (3) Astudy of the child from the psychological
P ysio ogical and Sociological points of view, with emphasis on care, guidance,
cveopment, training, environment and habit formation. Special study and
^ training procedures in the Nursery School and of each1 s progress. Prerequisite: Psychology 253. Two hours and one laboratory
peno . Observation in the Nursery School two hours per week.
351. The Young Child and His Family. (3) In this course emphasis is
paced ûpon the individual development of various family members. Con-
si eration is made of family relations basic to an intelligent understanding
o attitudes and behavior of children and young people. Observation of train
ing procedures in the nursery school. Two hours and one laboratory period.
452. Child Practicum. (3) Observation and participation in the direct
ing and guiding of young children in the nursery school. Prerequisite: Child
Development 323. One hour conference and three laboratory periods. Regis
tration with consent of head of department.
453. The Child'stPlay Environment. (3) A course in the selection, care
and use of play materials and equipment for young children. Toys are con
structed in the laboratory. One hour and two laboratory periods.
461. The Growth of Children as Related to Guidance. (3) A study is
made of physical growth of children. Interpretation is made of growth norms
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Factors influencing growth, such as nutrition, health, housing, etc., are included.
Prerequisites: Psychology 211 and 253. Two hours and one laboratory period.
463. Family Relationships. (3) Problems in Family Life. A study of
modem Ufe giving special emphasis to the activities of the home as they r^te
to the development of the family and its individual members. Prwequisites;
323 Child Development and Economic Problems of the Household 422 or
Sociology 322.
Foods and Nittrilion
111-12. Food Buying and Preparation. (3) A course i"
foods, including standards for selection, purchasing, preparing an ser .
of nutritive value and analyses of simple principles involved mfood cooker).
One hour and two laboratory periods. Fee $5.00.
200. dime lor Food Sindy. This course is designed ior
desire or need spedai" cmphasU on improvement of lecbmques devdopment
of speed, efficiency and independent work habits. After con eren« wrtj.
instructor as to type ol experience needed, students fo ow .
cedures to meet needs. No credit.
221. Poor/(3) Study is made in the planning^
of an adequate food supply for a year for the urban an arm
tory work is done in various methods of food preservation. One hour
laboratory periods. . .
222. The Art of Entertaining. (3) This course
and various types of table services, foods for specia . Correct
ware, china, glassware and other table accessories an discussed,
table manners and hostess techniques and Open to all
Various flower arrangements will be executed
college students. Fee $5.00. . , j _ i
_ . This course includes meal223. Meal Planning and jj market plans, cost of meals,
preparation and table service for various occasions, Orv>n to
the nutritive value of food and aestheUc aspect of
majors and other Divisions who can qualify in consultation with instruction.
312. Experimental Cookery. (3) This course is planned tojtffer op-
of a food problem, setting it up, judging, concluding and presenUng of
Fee $5.00.
412. Quantity Cookery. (3) Pracdcal appUcation of
t . ,, , . r 1 » This course is designed toplanning nnd food preparation for large junch
present the initial training in preparation of the stua , . » • j
rooms, cafeterias and dining halls. One hour and two laboratory periods.
Prerequisite: Foods 363. Fee $5.00.
413. Institutional Cookery. (3) This course deals with problems of
lunch rooms, cafeterias and tea rooms for the general pu c, ins u ions an
scbcols. Attention is given to methods of quantity pur asing^ o cods,
organization of labor, standards of work materials, equipment and installation,
meal planning and preparation in large quantities. The College cafeteria is
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used as a laboratory for this work. Two hours and one laboratory period.
Prerequisite: Quantity Cookery 412. Fee §5.00.
421. Applied Accounting in Food Costs. (3) This course includes train-
bg m the essentials of general and specific cost accounting and the development
of skill in financial plannmg and budgeting. A study is made of basic
principles of accountmg as applied to cafeterias, both school and commercial,
hotels, restaurants, hospitals and other food service enterprises. Three hours.
423. Planning and Equipment for Institutions. (3) A study of planned
practical equipment for food service m cafeterias, school feeding centers, and
hospital dietary departments. Consideration is given material, construction,
operation, installation and use of equipment. Three hours.
431. School Lunch. (3) A course planned to prepare for the management
of school lunchrooms in connection with teaching. A survey is made of the
problems oflunchroom management through field trips to lunchrooms in various
schools. Two hours and one laboratory period. Fee $5.00.
450. Organization and Management Practice. (3) Study includes menu
analyses, the development of standardized recipes, schedules and standardized
work procedures. One hour 2 periods. 3 hours credit.
453. Institution Practice. (3) Students specializing in Foods and Institu
tional Management are required to complete project work in the food service
o an institution of approved standards; contact arranged by Instructor.
200. Nutrition Clinic. A course which gives opportunity for guidance
and help in food selection and health practices in the promotion of good nutri-
on. Conference periods will be given those interested in the work. No credit.
Elementary Nutrition. (3) This course includes the fundamentals
of nutrition for health, a study of the essentials of an adequate diet.^^e
0 needs of persons of different ages and occupations and the nutritive
va ues of common foods, with special emphasis on the relation of health to
such knowledge. Three hours. Fee $2.00.
311. Nutrition. (3) Astudy of the nutritive value of foods and their
nversion into matter and energy of the body. Prerequisites: Nutrition 211,
eral ChemUtry 101-2-3. One hour and two periods. Fee $3.00.
n t^v' (3) Acourse in the fundamental principles of humanutntmn as related to the construction of practical dietaries and in the
application of these principles to the feeding of individuals, families and
joups. Prerequisites: Nutrition 311, Chemistry 321, Human Physiology 342-3.
Two hours and one period. Fee $5.00.
431 Child Nutrition. (3) Astudy in the development of a health pro
gram for children as related to nutritive requirements and the planning of
adequate dietaries.Three hours. Fee $5.00.
432. Community Nutrition. (3) Aprogram which deals with community
problems in nutrition and various agencies through which field work can be
promoted. Prerequisite: Nutrition 411.
451. Nutrition in Disease. (3) A study of the modification of the nor
mal diet in the treatment of disorders of nutrition. Diets in the treatment of
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various diseases are planned and prepared in the laboratory. Prerequisite:
Nutrition 311; Chemistry 321. Fee $5.00.
Home Economics Education
311. Methods of Teaching Home Economics. (3) A study of instruc
tional methods and principles of teachmg philosophies. Curricula development
on basis of needs and relation of Home Economics to home, school and
community. Prerequisite for Home Economics Education 433. Three hours.
431. Problems of Curriculum and Teaching. (3) A study of practical
methods of organizing the curriculum and adapting its content to pupil and
community needs. Consideration of the part the curriculum has in vitalizmg
the community and of the underlying principles involved. Three hours.
432. Vocational Home Economics Education. (3) A course in the de
velopment of Home Economics m state and national programs of Vocational
Education. The function performed in vocational guidance; federal aid to
Vocational Education; trends in Vocational Home Economics; annual plans
and long-time programs for Home Economics in the public schools of Ten
nessee and steps to be taken in setting up services of Vocational Home
Economics. Three hours.
433. Supervised Teaching in Home Economics. (6) Supervised observa
tion and teaciiing in the public schools. Problems of organization and supervi
sion basic to induction of teachers into their profession. Open only to Seniors
who have completed required work in technical courses. Requirements: Super
vised teaching will be done in off campus teaching centers for a minimum of
six weeks. Room and board while in the center will be paid by the student.
442. Adult Education Methods in Home Economics. (3) This course
deals with a survey of the organization, administration and recent development
in adult education with special emphasis upon the field of homemaking educa
tion. A study of teaching techniques and materials for adult classes m
homemaking and an analysis of the programs in American communities through
publ'c school Smilh-Lever extension, Smith-Hughes \'ocational Education,
churches and clubs. Three hours.
483. Methods of Conducting Home Demonstration Work. (3) A course
in practical methods of conducting Home Demonstration work for students
interested in that phase of Home Economics work. A study is made of social
conditions which create problems within the community and influence the
efforts of community work and of ways of meeting these problems. Three hours.
Home Management
223. Home Nursing. (31 Health problems in the home and community
and first aid treatment for common household emergencies. Practical applica
tion is made in the different types of sick room improvisions and appliances.
Laboratory fee $1.00.
303. Family Food Supply. (3) A Joint course in Home Economics and
.Agriculture which deals with the production and preservation of the family food
supply. It involves the protluction of vegetables, fruits, dairy products and
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the farm meat supply. Consideration is also given to the preservation, stor
age and use of food produced on farms.
320, Household Egtdpment. (3) This course deals with the various
types of household equipment, standard brands and their selection and care.
Minor repairs of household equipment is stressed. A study of heating, light
ing and work unit planning in the household is emphasied. Laboratory fee
2.00.
421. Problems of Home Management. (3) This course emphasies the
theory and practice of such problems as, household organization, household
care, laundering, furniture painting and refinishing, stain removal, current
expeniture and family development from an economic social and cultural
view point. The applications of newer household trends are stressed. 1 hour
lecture and 2 hour laboratory each week. Prerequisite forresidencc in the Home
Management House open to upper Juniors and Seniors.
422. Economic Problems of the Household. (3) This course emphasizes
the various types of family purchasing, home marketing and marketing tech
niques home purchasing, mortgages, family financing, family income and
budgeting family savings all on the various planes of family living.
423. Home Management Residence. (3) Students live in the Home
Management House for a period of six weeks. They gain first hand knowl-
of household organiation, distribution of labor, managerial e.xperiences
and personal efficiency, in planning, preparing and serving family meals on
varying income levels and meals for special occasions. Prerequisites: Foods
111, 112, 211, 223 and Senior status.
433. Consumer Education. (3) A study of the relation of the con
sumer to manufacturer and distributor; legislation for labeling and branding;
purchasing habits; psychology of advertising versus establishment of acceptable
standards. Prerequisites: Economics 211-12.
^ 434. Family Finance. (3) Problems in spending the income so as to
insure economic security. Selected problems in budgeting, accounting, con
sumers' credit investments and control of property. Prerequisites: Economics
211-12.
Related Art
200. . Related Art Clinic. (0) Clarification of problems not clearly under
stood in regular classes, or personal problems concerning dress, home furnish
ing or house planning. Meetings will be held at students and teacher's con
venience.
201. Color and Design. (3) This is a course in personal costuming. It
has to do with problems of color and design as they are related to the person
and the home as a background, that is, the study of Art principles and certain
accepted rules governing their application to personal costuming with regard
to sie, complexion, personality, function, occasion and other areas of importance.
202. Color and Design. (3) This is a course in simple home furnishing
in which the aim is to acquaint the student with art principles for appreda-
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lion for those things of aesthetic value already on hand, and further, to apply
these principles in the home so as to derive a high degree of satisfaction and
comfort from the environment, regardless of economic status.
203. Costume Design. (3) This is a course in which students study
historic costume as a background and inspiration for modern costume. The
course docs not emphasize original designing and drafting although indivi
dual ideas in keeping with good taste are encouraged. The emphasis is
placed on the application of design principles to garment selection with refer
ence to the figure: size, form, age, good points, points not so good, function,
occasion. Problems of dress of the average-wage or below-average wage con
sumer with suggestions for ways to be well dressed on a limited budget. Prere
quisite Related Art 201.
204. Costume Design. (3) Continued experience in color with the use
of pigments and colored cloth. Color schemes for various complexions. Experi
ment with complexion color charts. Guidance" in appreciation for and under
standing of design principles applied in the creation of the best commercial
dress designs. Prerequisite Related Art 201-203 .
421. House Planning. (3) Usually offered in the spring and summer
quarters. Specific attention is given to planning the small house for comfort
and convenience. Appreciation for aesthetic qualities in home planning through
the understanding of art principles and how to apply them. Fundamentals of
blue print reading. Study of many architectural plans of -low cost houstt.
Brief study of American contribution in domestic archilecluft: and interior
decorative fixtures; dados panels, stairways, cornices, cabinets.
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING
100. Clothing Clinic. Open to all studenU who desire close supervision
for the purpose of personal improvement, individual satisfaction and economy.
Freshman students without previous training in clothing are urged to enro
in this course. Hours arranged. A non-credit course.
102. Clothing Selection. (3) A course designed for the study of costume
selection and appreciation based on theapplication of the principles ofcolor and
design. Emphasis is placed on personal grooming, selection of appropriate
clothing, cost and care of clothing. Two hours, one period.
112. Elementary Clothing Construction. (3) Fundamentals of construc
tion applies to simple wash garments. Study of commercial patterns, principles
of fitting, use and care of sewing equipment. Three periods.
211. Intermediate Clothing Construction. (3) Fundamental principles
applied to the construction and care of wash materials and synthetics. Use of
commercial patterns. Three periods.
212. Clothing for Children. (3) A study of problems in theselecUon and
construction of garments for children at different age levels. Prerequisites:
T. & C. 102, 112, 211. Three periods. Fee $1.00.
213. Clothing Renovation. (3) Redesigning, reconstruction and reclaim
ing outmoded and discarded clothing and accessories.
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220. Applied Elementary Dress Design. (3) The development and ap
plication of decorative design to clothing. Pattern adaptation. Prerequisites:
T & C. 102, 112, 211 and Related Art 203.
320. Needlecrajt. (3) Open to all students who wish to learn the funda
mentals of knitting, crocheting, tatting, embroidering, etc.
321. Advanced Clothing. (3) An advanced construction couise planned
to develop sewing technique. Problems in pattern alteration. Three periods.
Prerequisites: T. &C. 102, 112, 112, 211 and Related Art 202. Fee $1.00.
322. Family Clothing. (3) A study of the clothing needs of various
members of an average family. Construction of arUcles of clothing for each.
Prerequisites: T &C 102, 112, 211, 212.
323. Textiles. (3) Astudy of textile fibers and fabrics u.-^ed for clothing
and house furnishings. Simple methods of testing fibers. Prerequisites: Chem
istry 101, 102, 211. Three periods. Fee $1.00.
400. Home Furnishings. (3) Designed to cstabli-Ah .standards for the
furnishing and decorating of the home. Emphasis is placed on the selection
and arrangement of furniture, on color and design and on individual problems
in the selection and construction of home furnishing. Prerequisites: Related
rt 201 and 202.. Two laboratory periods and one hour.
411. Problems in Clothing Construction. (3) Special problems in the
etails of clothing construction. The making of illustrative material. Conserva
tion, renovation, and care of clothing. Seniors only. Three pcriod.s.
412. Textile Economics. (3) Astudy of problems which affect the con
sumer in the production, distribution, and consumption of textiles and clothing
pro ucts. Economic clothing problems of the family. Prerequisites: T. &C. 323
and Ec. 211-2. Two hours, one period.
GRADUATE COURSES
. 511. Experimental Cookery (Advanced). This field of study is needed
in commercial foods work. The course permits the study of class problems,
wnich are selected, planned and carried through under the direction and
^ instructor. Methods and procedures are outlined and recordsre u y ept. Prerequisites: Chemistry 322-3. One hour and two periods,
inree hours credit.
512. Demonstrations in Food. ThU course includes instruction in the
^ liiinionstrations and in planning and giving demonstrations1 erent groups. One hour and two periods. Three hours credit.
513. Food Snvice and Entertainment. Acourse designed to offer instruc-
lon m preparation and service of food for various types of social occasions,
ttention is given to table appointments, settings and decoration suitable for
type of entertainment. One hour and two periods. Three hours credit.
521. Advanced Nutrition. A study of the fundamental principles of
nutrition and the application of these principles to the feeding of individuals,
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families and groups. Prerequisites: Chemistry 321 and Nutrition 311. Three
hours credit.
523. Experimental Methods in Nutrition. This study includes experimental
work with animals, determination of energy value of foods and dietary
studies. Prerequisite: Nutrition 521.
S31. Community Nutrition. Astudy of nutritional habits of individu^
and methods of improving nutritional practices in a commurdty. Supei^is
work in surrounding communities and centers. Registration by permission
of teacher in charge. Three periods. Three hours.
581. Problems in Nutrition. A study of problems in nutrition of special
interest. Hours arranged. Three hours credit.
Home Economics Education
520. Philosophy and Development of Home Economics Education. (3)
Trends and philosophy of home economics in vocaUonal and general educa
tion. History of home economics and of homemaking education.
521. Curriculum Workshop. (3) A study of high school home economics
curricula. Individual and group work on curricula revision and buUding, pro
gram planning.
523. Research in Home Economics Education. (3) This course is de
signed for a critical study of research literature adapted to various meres
and a.=pects in Home Economics.
531. Home Experiences and Community Programs. (3) Theory of horn
projects, guidance and evaluation in home economics summer programs.
533. Newer Trends in Home Economics. (3) This course is planned
for teachers who have had experience In teaching Home Economics. mp
is placed on evaluation deWccs and methods for presenting Home I*®"®
in the school program; organiation of classes in adult education an ou
school youth. ,
534, Evaluation in Home Economics. (3) The purpose of evalua
the development of home economics programs. Various devices use in eva ua
tion or progress in high school; grading; tests and reports.
561. Administration in Home Ecofiomics. A course which offers expen-
enccd teachers the opportunity to prepare for supervisory or admimstra ivc
work. Emphasis is placed on program planning and on problems of orgamza-
tion in Home Economics. Three hours credit.
562. Special Problems in Home Economics Education. (3) A study of
teaching methods for special groups as civic and business organizations an
social service centers. Special emphasis is given demonstration methods an
use of illustrative materials. Three hours.
591-592. Serninar in Home Economics Education. An integration of inter
est areas through discussion which aims to broaden the individual in studies
which emphasize new trends and creative contributions to the field. Recent
literature in field of Home Economics is reviewed for the purpose of building
a personal and professional reference library. Three hours each quarter.
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Home Management
541. Family Financial Problems. A study centered upon the planning
and recording of expenditures by the case method. Prerequisite: Home Man
agement 433. Three hours credit.
551. Family Housing Problems. This course provides a study of the needs
of.the family in housing. Stress is placed on the interrelationship between
the family and community, the site, and location, financing, building or pur
chasing of a home. Field trips are made to localities of special interest to
the course. Three hours. Three hours credit.
Textiles and Clothing
501. Seminar in Textiles and Clothing. (3) Study of changes and de
velopments in the field, preparation and discussions of papers on textile and
colthing subjects.
502. Methods of Teaching Clothing Selection. (3) A course to as
sist teachers in the organization of units for high school or college classes on
pro^ lems in the selection of family clothing and household textiles. Three
periods. Three hours credit.
503. Methods of Clothing Construction for Teachers. (3) A study of
comtruction problems met by the clothing teacher, developing methods which
od to good standards and require a minimum amount of time. The making
0 ustrative material on construction and finishes of cotton, wool, silk or
rayon. Three hours credit.
521. Draping. Designing and draping dresses with emphasis upon creative
designs and the handling of different fabrics. Designs draped in muslin and
completed in suitable material.
523. Special Problems mTextiles and Clothing. (3) Problems of parti-
uar interest to the student may be selected for advanced study with permis
sion of major professor.
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DIVISION OF THE HUMANITIES
Thomas E. Poag, Director of the Division of the Huniaiiilies, Head of the De~
partment of Speech and Drama and Professor of Speech and Dranui.
George W. Gore, Jr., Director of the Division of Education, Professor of
Journalism.
Alma D. Jones, Chairman, Freshman English, Professor of English
Earl L. Sasser, Professor of English
♦Laura M. Averitte, Associate Professor of English
Crawford B. Lindsay, Associate Professor of English
Hinton C. Jones, Chairman, Sophomore English, Assistant Professor of Eng
lish
Benton Adams, Instructor in Drama and Art
Lois Belton, Instructor in Speech and English
Mary F. Carter, Instructor in English
Helen M. Houghtqn, Instructor in English
Robert J. Hudson, Instructor m English
Millicent D. Jordan, Instrnclor in Speech and English
loLA E. Lewis, Instructor in English
Myrtle N. Seets, Instructor in English
Alma T. Watkins, Head of the Department of Modern Foreign Languages,
Associate Professor of Romance Languages.
Virginia S. Naybongo, Part-time Professor of Romance Languages
Helena R. Black, Instructor in Romance Languages
Gladys R. Kellogc, Distructor in Romance Languages
Hazel Wright, Instructor in Romance Languages
Frances Thompson Professor of Stage and Costume Design
•Marie Brooks Strange, Assistant Professor of Music
Singer Buchanon, Technician in Speech and Drama
Helyne G. Wilhoite, Secretary to the Division of the Humanities
Myrtle Bi.ackman, Graduate Assistant
STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION
The Division of the Humanities is composed of the Departments of Eng
lish, Modern Foreign Languages, and Speech and Drama. Related courses in
Art, Music and Fine Arts are offered in the Division of EducaUon. Provisions
are made for students majoring in the Division of the HumaniUes to take these
courses which are basic (o studies in the Humanities. Since courses in language
and literature are an essential part of the College curriculum for every student,
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BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULUM
The work of the Division loading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts is or
ganized into two divisions: (1) the Lower Division, comprising the work of
the Freshman and Sophomore years; and (2) the Upper Division, comprising the
work of the Junior and Senior j'cars.
Students who present fifteen units of high school credits will be admitted
into the Lower Division. Students will be admitted into the Upper Division
only when they shall have completed the work of the Lower Division with an
average grade of C, and shall have submitted to the adviser for approval a
complete program of work in the Upper Division. For consultation in the
formulation of this program, some member of the faculty of the student's major
department will serve as adviser.
Major. Astudent registered in the Division of the Humanities must elect
one subject, to be known as his major, in which he shall present at least
twenty-seven hours of course work, e,Tclusivc of beginning courses and the re
quired courses in the Lower Division.
Minor. 18-36 hours are required to complete a minor in subjects listed in
the Division of the Humanities. Majors are permitted to elect subjects for a






Name of Course I II
English 101-2-3 3 3
^French, Spanish or Ger
man 101-2-3 3 3
History 121-2-3 ^̂ ^ 3 3
Biology, Chemistry,
Physics' or Math 4 4
Electives* j 3






















Name of Course i u m
Political Science 313 3
Major 6 6 6
Minor 3 3 3




Name of Course I H III
History 411 ^
Major 3 ^ ^
Minor ^ ^ ^
Electives ^ ^ ^
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^The language requirement for the degree may be satisfied by the continua
tion for two years in college of the language presented for entrance, if entrance
credits are for two years; if credit for four years is presented for entrance, the
requirement may be satisfied by the continuation of the same language for one
year in college. If no credit in foreign language is presented for entrance, or
if the language presented on entrance is not continued in college three years
of one language must be taken in college. Students who plan to do graduate
work are advised to secure a reading knowledge of French or German.
'Speech and Drama majors are required to take one year of Physics and
one year of Mathematics or General Science.
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGE CURRICULUM
Lower Division
yRESHMAN YEAR Quarter sophomore year Quarter
HoursCredit Hours Credit
Name of Course I II Ul Name of Course I H HI
French or Spanish 101-2-3 3 3 3 French or Spanish
English 1-1-2-3 3 3 3 201-2-3 ^ 3 3
History 121-2-3 3 3 3 English 201-2-3 3 3 3
Biology, Chemistry Sociology or Political
Physics or Math 4 4 4 Science 3 3 3
Elective 3 3 3 Biology, Chemistry,
Physical Ed. 101-2-3 1 1 1 Physics or Math 4 4 4
Minor 3 3 3
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Speech 201-2-3 3 3 3
English 101-2-3 3 3 3
French, Spanish or Ger
man 101-2-3 3 3 3
General Science 111-2-3.. 3 3 3
Electives
(Art or Music)- 3 3 3
Education 101-2-3 1 1 1





Name oj Course I II III
Speech 211-12-13 3 3 3
English 201-2-3 3 3 3
Social or Pol. Sc 3 3 3
Math, or Physics 4 4 4
French, Spanish, or Ger
man 201-2-3 3 3 3
Physical Ed. 201-2-3 1 1 1
JUNIOR YEAR Quarter
Hours Credit
Name oJ Course I II HI
Speech 301-2-3 ^
























Facilities jor the Theatre Workshop
The fanliticR nt Tcnnes-sce State CoIlcj£e for Speech and Drama include:
(1) A scenic laboratory for stage designing, constructing of scenery, and
for research, and (2) a Laboratory Theatre, for daily rehearsals and experimental
l^roductiors. The stage in this rtiom i.s 12' "'0' x 12'' and is enclo.-;ed with a
gray cyclorama. The Laboratory Theatre will scat 325 people. Three addi
tional rehearsal rooms are found on the right 0/ the Laboratorj' Theatre.
(.U The College Auditorium is used for major productions. The stage is
20' X33' X20'-with back stage space of more than 25'. It is considered the
best stage in the city of Nashville for productions. It is enclosed with a re
versible cycloratna, gray and blue, and also includes two olio curtains, blue
and gold. New lighting equipment has been installed. There is also a projec
tion room equipped with two standard projection machines. The .\uditorium
will scat more than 1,000 persons.
Department oj English
The program of work in the Department of English covers the fields of
Grammar, Composition, Journalism, and Literature. The courses are designed
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to meet the English requirements of each division of the college and to give
undergraduate and graduate training to prospective teachers of English.
Classijication oj English Courses
I. American Literature: 361-2-3, 423.
II. Composition: 101-2-3, 301-2-3, 321-2-3, 371.
III. English Language and Literature: 201-2-3, 261, 311-2-3, 331, 341-2-3, 351,
411-2-3, 422, 441, 451-2, 471.
Majors and minors in English: Each must offer English 101, 102, 103, 201,
202, 203 as prerequisites. Twenty-seven additional hours are required for a
major and 18 additional hours for a minor. English 451 and 471 are required
for English majors.
1. Major in English with minor in Speech: The twenty-seven hours for
the major must be selected from I, II, III; the 18 hours for the minor in
Speech from the Department of Speech and Drama.
. 2, Major in English (with minor other than Speech): 27 hours from
I, II, III.
3. Minor in English: 36 hours from I, II, III.
English
100. English Fundamentals. A non-credit course designed for students who
give evidence by entrance examination of their need of intensive work in the
fundamentals of English grammar and composition.
101. English Composition. (3) Fall. The principles of correct English
with special attention directed to the mechanics of writing and the fundamentals
of English grammar. Interpreting the printed page, use of the library, para
graphing, sentence structure, word study, punctuation and other mechanical
essentials of writing. Forms of composition include the class theme and. the
essay.
102. English Composition. (3) Winter. Principles of correct English
continued with attention directed to a more analytical study of the forms of
composition. The research paper, the report, outlining, note-taking, paraphrasing,
summarizing, and locating information are included during the quarter.
103. English Composition. (3) Spring.Writing based on literary types,
both prose and poetry. Introduction to the study of literature. Techniques
of writing continued.
201-202. General Survey oj English Literature. (6) Fall and Winter.
Lectures, reports, readings, and classroom discussion of typical writings, from
the Anglo-Saxon Period to the Twentieth Century.
203. Literary Types. (3) Spring. A types course which uses selections
from major American writers.
261. Children's Literature. (3) Spring. This course offers an oppor
tunity to familiarize prospective teachers of primary grades with the field of lit
erature suited to the tastes of children. Principles that underlie selection of
children's literature will also be considered.
301-2-3. Elementary Journalism. (9) A practical course in English com
position, with emphasis upon the construction and function of daily and weekly
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newspapers, community publicity, school publications and news stories. (Three
credit hours each quarter).
311. Literature of the Eighteenth Century. (3) Fall. Study of repre
sentative selections of English Literature from the end of the Restoration
Period to the beginnings of the Romantic Movement.
312. The Romantic Movement. (3) Spring. Study of selections from
chief representatives of the Romantic movement.
313. Victorian Literature. (3) Spring. Study of selections from chief
representatives of the Victorian Period. Emphasis upon study of literature in
relation to the times in which it was produced.
321. Advanced Composition. (3) Fall. The course is open to studenU
beyond the freshman year who desire additional training in written commum-
cation.
322. Expository Writing. (3) Winter. Training in preparation of the
research report and other types of expository writing with emphasis on the
collection of material, analysis, organization and arrangement.
323. Critical Writing. (3) Spring. Studies in the significance of criU^
traditions and current practices. Individual interests will be followed m the
preparation of. critical papers.
331. The Literature of the English Bible. (3) Studies in the Kterature
of the English Bible and its influence on English secular literature.
341. Introduction to Drama. (3) Fall. Study of drama as a literary
form. Study of representative classical and modern plays.
342. Modern Drama. (3) Winter. Extensive study of selections from
modern European drama, chiefly British. Readings and reports.
343. American Drama. (3) Spring. Continuation of 342, using p a>s y
chief American authors.
. 351. Oral Interpretation of Literature. (3) Fall. Principles of oral read-
mg, intensive study of background and thought content of literary materials,
memorization; individual drill. .361. American Literature. (3) Fall. Prerequisite; 18 hours of English.
Acritical and appreciative study of major American writers with attention to
the background, tendency and movement in the political and literary life ot
merica. From the beginning through the Civil War.
362. American Literature. (3) Winter. Prerequisite: 18 hours of Eng
lish. Continuation of 361 to contemporary times.
363. Literature of Negro Life. (3) Spring. American Literature deal
ing with Negro Life.
371. Business English. (3) A course in business correspondence and
advertising.
411. Shakespeare. (3) A study of the principal plays of Shakespeare.
412. Shakespeare. (3) A study of Shakespeare in relation to the social
and cultural background of the Elizabethan period, with emphasis upon the
literature of the time including the drama.
413. Comparative Literature. (3) Spring. Prerequisite: 36 hours of
English. Study of Masterpieces of World Literature in translations.
i.
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422. Novel. (3) Winter. Study of sodal backgrounds as presented in
selected European—chiefly British—novels.
423. Novel. (3) Spring. Continuation of 422 using works by American
writers.
451. History of the English Language. (3) Fall. Prerequisite; 18 hours
of English. Study of the development of the English language from the begin
nings to modern times. Some attention is given to phonetics and to elementary
principles of linguistics. Required of majors and minors. Must be taken
during resident at this college.
452. Methods of Teaching High School English. (3) Fall and Spring.
Prerequisite: 39 hours of English. A methods course in Secondary Sdiool
English. Required of majors.
453. Current English. (3) Spring. Prerequisites: 18 hours of Engli^.
Advanced grammar andmodern usage. Some attention to be given to semantics.
GRADUATE COURSES
The candidate must have completed the equivalent of an under-graduate
major in English as offered at Tennessee State College. Fifteen hours in the
courses on the 400 level may be offered for graduate credit. English 451 is
required on the undergraduate level.
501-2-3. The English Seminar. (9) Methods and Materials for the Stu y
of English. (Three credit hours each quarter.)
511. Studies in Old English Prose. (3)
512. Studies in Old English Poetry. (3)
513. Studies in Middle English. (3)
521-2-3. Studies in Nineteenth Century English Literature. (9) (Three
credit hours each quarter.)
531-2-3. Studies in American Literature. (9) (Three credit hours ea
quarter.)
541. The English Drama, I. (3) The English Drama from its Origin
to 1642.
542. The English Drama, II. (3) The English Drama from 1660 to 1800.
543. The English Drama, III. (3) The English Drama from 1800 to the
present.
551-2-3. Studies in Language and Current Usage. (9) (Three credit
hours each quarter.)
561-2-3. St^idies in Restoration and Eighteenth Century Literature.
(9) (Three credit hours each quarter.)
571. Studies in Shakespeare's Comedies. (3)
572. Studies in Shakespeare's Tragedies. (3)
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Students majoring in Foreign Languages shall present 18 credit hours of
course work in the Lower Division (Freshman and Sophomore Years) and at
least 27 credit hours of work in the Upper Division (Junior and Senior Years)
of their concentration group, i.e., courses bearing numbers above 300.
Students minoring in Foreign Languages shall present 18 credit hours of
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course work in the Lower Division (Freshman and Sophomore Years), and at
least 9 credit hours of course work in the Upper Division (Junior and Senior
Years) of their concentration group, i.e., courses bearing numbers above 300.
Germanic Languages
101-2-3. Elementary German. (9) For beginners. (Three credit hours
each quarter.)
201-2-3. Intermediate German. (9) Prerequisite: German 101-2-3, or the
equivalent. (Three credit hours each quarter.)
ROMANCE LANGUAGES
French
101. Elementary French. (3) Fall Quarter. Pronunciation, grammar,
dictation, easy reading.
102. Elementary French. (3) Winter Quarter. Continuation of French
101. Conversation. Extensive reading. Course partly conducted in French.
Prerequisite for French 102, French 101 or the equivalent.
103. Elementary French. (3) Spring Quarter. Grammar continued. Out
side riding and reports. ConvcrsaUon and dictation. Course partly con
ducted in French. Prerequisite: French 101-102, or the equivalent.
201. Intermediate French. (3) Fall Quarter. Grammar review. Compo
sition. Extensive reading and reports. Dictation, conversation, prcrequbite; one
year of college French or two years of high school French. Course conducted
partly in French.
202. Intermediate French. (3) Winter Quarter. Continuation of French
201. Prerequisite: French 201.
203. Intermediate French. (3) Spring Quarter. Continuation of French
202. Prerequisite: French 201 and 202 or the equivalent. This course is con
ducted in French.
221-2-3. Conversational French. (9) Elective for students who have com
pleted French 103 or the equivalent. Recommended for students in French
3 or 311-12-13 and especially for those who plan to take French 441-2-3.
ot to be used to satisfy any part of the language requirement. (Three credit
hours each quarter.)
311-2-3. Aspects of French Literature. (9) Selected readings intended to
give students an acquaintance with some of the more important personaUUes,
movements and ideas of French literature with emphasis placed on l7th, 18th,
and 19th century nterature.(Three credit hours each quarter.)
421. French Phonetics. (3) Analysis of the sounds of French and their
articulation. Oral and aural practice. Required of those who wish to be
recommended by the Department for teaching positions.
422. Advanced Grammar and Composition. (3) Review of grammatical
principles. Required of those who wish to be recommended by the Department
for teaching positions.
423. The Teaching of French. (3) Methods, materials and texts. Re
quired of those who wish to be recommended by the Department for teaching
positions.
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441-2-3. French Civilization. (9) A course in the history of French civ
ilization and culture. Conducted in French. Required of those who wish to be
recommended by the Department for teaching positions. (Three credit hours
each quarter.)
451-2-3. Modern French Literature. (9) A survey of the Nineteenth
Century in the novel, drama, and poetry: Romanticism, Realism, the Parnas
sian reaction in Poetry, Naturalism, and Symbolism. (Three credit hours each
quarter.)
Spanish
101. Elementary Spanish. (3) Fall Quarter. Grammar, easy reading.
Pronunciation and dictation.
102. Elementary Spanish. (3) Winter Quarter. Continuation of Span
ish 101. Outside reading and reports. Conversation and dictation. Prerequisite.
Spanish 101 or the equivalent.
103. Elementary Spamsh. (3) Spring Quarter. Gramma continued. Out
side reading and reports. Conversation and dictation. Prerequisite: Spanish
101-102 or the equivalent. Course partly conducted in Spanish.
201. Intermediate Spanish. (3) Fall Quarter. Grammar review. Com
position. Outside reading and reports. Conversation and dictation. Prerequi
site: One year of college Spanish or two years of high school Spanish.
Course partly conducted in Spamsh.
202. Intermediate Spanish. (3) Winter Quarter. Continuation of Span
ish 201. Outside reading and reports. Conversation and dictation. Prerequi
site: Spanish 201. Course conducted partly in Spanish.
203. Intermediate Spanish. (3) Spring Quarter. Continuation of Spa:^
202. Outside reading and reports. Conversation and dictation. Prerequisite.
Spanish 201-2. Course conducted in Spanish.
221-2-3. Conversational Spanish. (9) Elective for students who have
completed Spanish 103 or the equivalent. Not to he used to satisfy auX
of the language requirement. Recommended for students in Spanish 201-2-
or 311-2-3 and especially for those who plan to take Spanish 441-2-3. (Three
hours credit each quarter.)
311-2-3. Aspects of Spanish Literature. (9) Selected readings intended to
give the students an acquaintance with some of the more important persona -
tics, movements, and ideas in the 18th and I9th Centuries with a cross-section
from Spanish-American writers. (Three credit hours each quarter.)
421. Spanish Phonetics. (3) Analysis of the sounds of Spanish and
articulation with exercises and aural-oral drill. Required of those who w'
to be recommended by the Department for teaching positions.
422. Advanced Grammar and Composition. (3) Review of grammatical
principles. Required of those who wish to be recommended by the Department
for teaching positions.
423. The Teaching of Spanish. (3) Method, materials, and texts. Re
quired of those who wish to be recommended by the Department for teaching
positions.
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441-2-3. Spanish and Spanish-American Civilization. (19) A course in the
history of Spanish and Spanish-American civilization and cultures, conducted
largely in Spanish. Required of those who wish to be recommended by the
Department for teaching positions. (Three credit hours each quarter.)
451-2-3. Modem Spanish Literature. (9) A survey of the 19th Century
novel, drama and poetry; Romanticism, Realism, Regionalism, and Modernism.
(Three credit hours each quarter.)
J'- ..*Italian
101-2-3. Elementary Italian. A9) (Three credit hours each quarter.)
//
*Portuguese
101-2-3. Elementary Portuguese. (9) (Three credit hours each quarter.)
DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND DRAMA
The Departmental program in Speech and Drama is divided into three
areas: (l) Rhetoric and Public Speaking; (2) Phonetics and Speech Training,
and (3) Dramatic Production.
The Department combines the best of educational drama with a grounding
in professional drama and a sound Uberal arts program. Students study e
peat dramas, and bring them to life on the stage. Frequently they P ^ '
just off Broadway; occasionally they produce new scripts written in t e pay
writing class or experiment with a script by known and unknown play-
writers. When a play is selected for presentation, students carry t roug
aspects of the production under supervision of competent instructors, ibey
have opportunity to design sets under the direction of our Technical Directo
and teaching staff; they construct, paint, and manipulate the settings; ey p
for lights and operate control boards; they design and make costumes; tney
serve as assistant directors, stage managers, and crew heads. Most interesting
for many students, they have opportunity to act great roles m great plays,
some playing in most of the productions a year.
Courses in the field of Speech include all of the training required by the
State Department of Education for a teaching certificate, and further to meet
the needs of graduate students. Forty-eight hours of courses in Speech, Drama
and related subjects are required for a major; and 18 hours for a minor.
The candidate must complete the first two years of the Liberal Arts Curriculum




I. Speech: 111-2-3, 201-2-3, 212-213 223. (Select 18 hours.)
II. Speech: 101-2-3, 211, 301-302-303, 322, 412, 413. (Select 15 hours.)
III. Speech-. 341-2,411-451. (Select 9 hours.)
IV. Speech: 421-422-423. (Select 6 hours.)
♦Dependent upon number of students apply for courses.
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Courses marked with asterisk are specifically required to complete a minor
and are the basic courses for the major in Speech and Drama.
Speech
Speech 111-2-3. Speech Composition. (9) Oral Communication.
Speech 201* Fundamentals of Speech. (3) Emphasis will be placed on
speaking as a thinking process. The student will have practical problems in
voice improvement, voice control, vocal breathing, articulation and enunciation.
Platform manners and delivery will be stressed.
Speech 202* Public Speaking. (3) The practice of speech, composition
and delivery will be stressed. The student will have practice in preparing
and presenting short informative, entertaining and persuasive speeches. The
methods in which the student is trained are applicable to social and bu^ess
conversation as well as to public speaking.
Speech 203* Argumentation and Debating. (3) This course deals with
such principles and practices of argumentation as analysis of propositions, evi
dence, brief making, and preparation and delivery of forensics, as well as par
ticipation in classroom discussions. Techniques governing round table, forum
and panel discussions will be studied.
Speech 212. American Pronunciation. (3) Studies in regional phonetics.
Speech 213* Speech Correction. (3) The course is especially designed to
meet the needs of the teacher of Speech in public schools and colleges. This
course will deal with actual clinical processes in the theory and practice of speech
correction and training of visual bearing. The student will be given an op
portunity to study and work with a wide range of cases of speech disorders
such as stammering, stuttering, nasality, lisping, foreign accent, cluttering, care
less speech and general voice problems. Supplementary exercises in the analy^
of English speech sounds will be given as an introduction to the body of speech
correction.
Speech 223. Choral Speaking. (3) Oral group interpretation of verse.
Affords an opportunity for intensified and vital artistic expression through the,
formation of a speaking choir. Values for both elementary and adult group.
Methods of conducting groups and selection of materials will be considered.
(Class limited to 25.)
Speech 321. Speech Correction. (3) Functional Speech defects and
clinical practice.
Speech 322. Speech Correction. (3) Organic Speech defects and clinical
practice.
Speech 323. Speech Correction. (3) Methods of Teaching Speech Cor
rection.
Speech 361. Parliamentary Procedure. (3) This course deals with a study
of the laws and techniques of parliamentary practices.
♦Dependent upon number of students applying for course.
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Speech 4S1. History of the English Languages. (3) Same as English 451.
Speech 452. Advanced Public Speaking. (3) The history of public ad
dress from the Greeks to modern times.
Speech 453. Methods of teaching high school speech. (3) A method
course in the teaching of speech and drama on the secondary level.
Dratna
Speech 101-2-3. Theatre Practice. (3) An Introduction to theatre organ
ization and practices. One credit hour each quarter.
Speech 211. Elements of Acting, (3) This course deals with study and
actirp in ^ ^ • nn<?»
me enis o] Acting. (3) Ihis course aeais uu
pr tice i the fundamentals of acting technique. The importance of voice, pos
ture, gesture, and movement in theatrical expressiveness. Scenes from the— e—"-."v, im luu i m cn i i . ov.t '-a
worlds best dramas will be analyzed and used as criteria for the course.
Speech 301 (401). General Dramatics. (3) This course deals with the
basic principles of stage design, casting, acting technique, preliminary script
analysis, and technique of production. The student will be required to make
a prompt book and to apply his techmcal knowledge to the productions of the
years.
Speech 302. Play Interpretation and Direction. (3) The fundamental
principles of directing are taught through exercises and projects. Each student
be required to direct a one-act play; and to attend rehearsals of the Ten-
ne^ee State Players Guild. Study and practice in the methods by which the
values of the written drama are translated to the stage in terms of acting,
s ge composition, grouping, movement, tempo, smoothness, and rhythm will
be emphasized.
Speech 303 (301). Playwrtlmg. (3) This course deals with the gen
era principles and techniques of playwriting. Practical laboratory work dcal-
g a study of the plot, characterization, and dialogue necessary for crea-
p 0 uction for stage, radio and screen will be stressed. The student will
an opportunity to stage his original plays in the workshop theatre.
Speech 322. Theater Practice. (3) Practical experience in the theatre
worlcshop and weekly reports. To be given each quarter.
Speech 341. Introduction to Drama. (3) Same as English 341.
Speech 342. Modern Dratna. (3) Same as English 342.
Speech 343. American Drama. (3) Same as English 343.
Speech 411. Shakespeare. (3) Same as English 411.
Speech 412 (403). Radio Production. (3) This course includes charac
terization and interpretation as well as practice in acting in a great variety of
radio plays. Students will have an opportunity-to practice in group playing.
Broadcasting Station TSPG on the campus will be used for Laboratory prac
tice. Students will have an opportunity to play speeches and plays.
Speech 413. Community Drama. (3) This course will take up the
problems of the teacher, and community worker in the presentation of plays.
Special emphasis will be placed upon directing and recreational activities in
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the rural communities. General techniques in organizing and managing the Little
Theatre in social centers, churches, and clubs will be stressed. The student
will have an opportunity to make general equipment for the community
theatre in the scenic workshop. Special problems in analysis and production
of pageants, folk-songs, masques, and festivals in relation to commimity de
velopment are also studied.
Speech 421. Coslximes Design. (3) Same as Art 311.
Speech 422. Stage Design. (3) Same as Art 312.
Speech 423. Stage Design. (3) Same as Art 313.
GRADUATE COURSES
Speech and Drama
501. Phonetics and Speech Training. (3) Principles of Phonetics; study
of English pronunciation, based chiefly on contemporary American usage,
tice in phonetic analysis and, where necessary, drill for improvement of in -
vidual speech.
502. Regional and Historical Phonetics. (3)
513. Advanced Public Speaking. (3)
S41-2-3. Stxidies m Drama and Theatre. (9) (Three credit hours each
quarter.)
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THE DIVISION OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Alvin W. Rose, Director of the Division, Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Sociology.
Susie O. Bryant, Professor and Head of the Department of Political Science.
Mary E. Lee, Associate Professor and Head of the Department of Social
Administration.
Raleigh A. Wilson, Associate Professor of Government.
Jerome Holland, Associate Professor of Sociology.
Gladys B. Butler, Assistant Professor of Sociology.
Kathleen H. Poac, Instructor in Sociology.
Rachel J. Patillo, Instructor in Social Studies for Veterans.
Nora L. Roy, Instructor in Sociology.
Mary E. Evans, Divisional Secretary.
A—Introductory
The Division of PoHUcal and Social Science is composed of the Depart
ments of PoUtical Science, Social Administration, and Sociology.
The general design of the Division of Political and Social Science embraces
a fourfold objective: (l) to provide a broad and basic background for under-
ending the problems of citizenship and human relations; (3) to train stu
dents for employment in civU service, teaching, social work and other com
munity organizations; (3) to prepare students for advanced specialized study;
^d (4) to train students to conduct research in the fundamental problems of
social science.
B—Requirements for Admission
p Beneral requirements for admission to all classes in the Division ofoutical and Social Science are identical with the admission requirements of
general coUege.
C—The Bachelor of Arts
a Minor: Studente in the Division of PoUtical and Social Science
ma a minimum of one major and one minor. The minor field
UUml Division or in related fields of other Divisions. Po-
econ sociology, social administration, psychology, agriculture, history,
ar. education, business administration, philosophy, and geography areacceptable as minor fields.
major in the Division of PoUtical and Social Science consists of a
24 quarter hours within the field of specialization; a minimum ofurs in a related area is required for the minor field.
Required Courses: Students majoring in any department of the Division
e required to complete 18 hours English; 18 hours French, German, or Span-
is ; 21 hours History; 12 hours Biology, Chemistry, or physics; 12 hours
poUtical science, 9 hours sociology, 9 hours psychology; 9 hours economics;
6 hours mathematics; and 6 hours physical education.
These courses should be taken, as nearly as possible, in accordance with the
curriculum pattern for each department.
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Ample provision is allowed the student who also wishes the necessary hours
in education for the teacher's certificate in Tennesse or in other states.
D—Standards of Scholarship
A student is required to maintain an annual grade-point average of 2.5 in
both major and minor fields. The student who fails to maintain such an av
erage is advised to repeat the courses in which the low grades were earned, or
to discontinue specializing in that particular department.
In order to qualify for graduation the student must also submit a senior
project and pass a comprehensive examination, both in accordance with the
general requirements of the College.
Bf—Laieos S. Ronoh
Students majoring in the Division of Political and Social Science who have
a minimum total of 100 quarter hours with a cumulative grade-point average of
3.0 may apply for membership in Laicos S. Ronoh honorary society.
Laicos S. Ronoh is a society for scholars in the Division of Political and
Social Science. Its program is given almost completely to advanced resear(i
and study. The experience of fellowship which its members enjoy with ^
other and with the Divisional faculty is intended to prepare them especially
well for graduate study in any of the world's leading universities.
B—Graduate Study
Graduate study for the Master of Arts degree is offered in PoUtical Science
and Sociology. Social Administration graduate courses sufficient for a
are offered for students pursuing the master of arts degree in a related e .
Regulations governing graduate study in the Division of Political and Social
Science are identical with those of the CoUege.
II
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
The courses offered in the Political Science Department are designed. (1)
to acquaint students with the problems of citizenship; (2) to prepare teachers
and Investigators for instructional and research positions; (3) to meet the
needs of students who plan to enter government service; (4) to provide the
background for students who intend to speciaUze in social sciences or in
professions such as law and journalism; and (S) to equip students to conduct
research in the problems of government.
Major requirements in Political Science: students who major in PoUtical
Science must complete a minimum of thirty-sLx quarter hours in the depart
ment, excluding PoUtical Science 221, 222, 223 and 313. Selections of other
courses within the thirty-six quarter hours depend upon the students' objec
tives. Major requirements within the department should be supplemented
with History 201-2-3 and Economics 211-2-3 or Sociology 211-2-3.
Students who minor in the department must complete a minimum of fifteen
quarter hours in addition to the basic course, PoUtical Science 221-2-3.
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A-—Curriculum Pattern
rHESHMAN I II III
English 101-2-3 3 3 3
Foreign Language 3 3 3
History 121-2-3 3 3 3
Sdence 4 4 4
Phys. Ed. 101-2-3 i 1 1
Orientation , 1 j i
Psychology 211-12 3 3
Electives ... i
JXTOIOB 1
Pol. Sci. 321-2-3 3 3 3
Pol. Sci. 341-2-3 3 3 3
Pol. Sci. 361-2 3 3
Pol. Sd. 373 3
Geography 275 3
Geography 262 3




SOPHOMORE I JJ JJI SENIOR
English 201-2-3 3 3 3 Major ...
Foreign Language 3 3 3 Minor ....
^0. or Soc. 211-2-3 ... 3 3 3 Electives .
ol. Sc. 211-2-3 3 3 3 History 411



















Political Science. (3) The prindples and problems of
Desi^^T" ^^^^™ental poliUcal concepts, processes and methods,
scienf Who desire a general introductory knowledge of poUtical. Not open to Freshman. sLf.
American Government: National. (3) An introductory course
ae^ng with the foundation, organization and prindples of the national gov-
nment. Emphasis upon the relations of the dtizens to the government, and
P e rights, duties and obligations of citizenship. Staff.
222. American Government: National, acq The function arid opera-
ions of the national government. Prerequisite: Political Science 221. Staff.
223. American Government: State and Local. (3) Organizing, prind-
pes and operations of the state and local units of government. Illustrative
ma enals will be drawn largely from Tennessee. Prerequisite: Political
Science 222. Staff.
312. The Legislative Process. (3) The structure and methods of trans
acting business in the American Congress and state legislature. Prerequisite:
Political Science 221-2-3. Not offered 1947-48.
313. Tennessee State Government. (3) The study of Tennessee govern
ment from the functional viewpoint, emphasizing political activities, taxation.
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education, social welfare and economic services of the government. Prerequisite
Political Sdence 221-2-3. Wilson.
321. Comparative European Governments. (3) A study of the govern
ments of selected European countries, with emphasis on the administration of
the occupied countries, and the development of the new political systems.
Prerequisite: PoUtical Sdence 221-2-3; History 302. Bryant.
322. Comparative European Governments, (3) Continuation of Political
Sdence 321, Bryant.
323. Comparative European Governments. (3)Continuation of Political
Sdence 322.Bryant.
331. Latin American Governments. (3) An analysis of the poUtical in
stitutions, ideas, and problems of the major Latin American States, with em
phasis on international relations and poUdes. Prerequisite: History 321-22.
332. Government of Britain and France. (3) A study of the funda
mental elements of the governments of Britain and France. Prerequisite.
History 302. Bryant.
333. Government of Russia. (3) A course dealing with the structure,
powers, functions, operations, problems and trends of the Russian govern
ment under Soviet rule. Prerequisite: History 302. Bryant.
341. Jnter7tational Relations. (3) A study of the present-day relations
among the states of the -world and the prindpal factors which un er e cse
relations. Prerequisite: PoUtical Science 321-2-3. Bryant.
342. International Relations. (3) Continuation of PoUtical Sdence 341.
Bryant.
343. International Relations. (3) Continuation of PoliUcal Sdence 342.
Bryant.
361. American Political Parlies and Politics. (3) An analysis of Ae
dynamics of American poUtics, with emphasis upon the factors in uencuig
formation of public opinion and the role of pressure groups. rerequisi e.
Political Science 221-2-3; History 201-2-3. Bryant.
362. American Political Parlies and PoUtics. (3) Astudy of the forma
tion of political parties; nominations and elections; metho^ of representa
lion and voting; and the importance of parties in American governmen .
Prerequisite: PoUtical Science 361. Bryant.
373. Propaganda atid Public Opinion. (3) An analysis of the purpo^
and techniques of propaganda and the foundation and expression 0 pu c
opinion.
431. American Constitutional Law. (3) Study of the sources, principles
and powers of government in the United States as embodied in the onstitu
tion and judicial decisions in leading cases. Prerequisite: History 201-2-3,
Political Science 221-2-3.
432. American Constitutional Law. (3) Continuation of Political Science
431.
433. International Law. (3) Study of the right and duties of states
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in their normal relations; war; neutrality; intervention; blockade; etc.
Prerequiate: Political Science 341-2-3.
441. Public Admimstralion. (3) Study of the principles of public admin
istration; structure and organization, financial management, administrative
responsibility, and the relation between the administrative and other branches
of government in the United States. Prerequisite: Political Science 221-2-3.
Wilson.
450. Senior Project Writing. (3) Staff.
451. An American Diplomacy. (3) Consideration of the more important
principles of American diplomacy and their applications as bases for the un
derstanding of the foundations of American foreign policy. Prerequisite: His
tory 422-3. Bryant.
455 (363). Western Political Thought. (3) The origin and evolution of
the major political concepts of the Western World. Wilson.
457 (364). American Political Thought. (3) An intensive study of
American political ideas from the colonial period to the present. Wilson.
459 (365). Contemporary Political Thought. (3) Study of the chang
ing political ideas since the late Eighteenth revolutions, as bases for contem
porary systems of democracy, communism and facism. Wilson.
501. Seminar in Political Science. (3) Intensive study of selected prob
lems in political science. Open to graduate students and seniors majoring in
Political Science, Wilson.
m
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Preparation for social work at the undergraduate level consists of courses
drawn from many departments of the college to form a planned sequence of
study toward social work. It is intended to prepare capable men and women
for junior positions in private and public agencies and for students who later on
will return to the graduate school to continue their training.
All courses listed in the curriculum pattern, unless otherwise designated, are
required for majors in Social Administration.
A—Curriculum Pattern
(Pre-professional)
FRESHMAN 1 II III JUNIOR I II in
English 101-2-3
3 History 201-2-3 ... 3 3 3
Foreign Language
3 Economics 211-2-3 ... ... 3 3 3
History 121-2-3 3 Sociology 322 3
Zoology 101-2-3 ... 4 4 4 Social Adm, 451 ....
Psychology 221-2-3 .. ..3 3 3 Education 323 3
Physical Education ... .. I 1 1 Sociology 303 3
— Sociology 351












II III Social Adm. 412
3 3 Sodal Adm. 331 3
3 3 Social Adm. 332
3 3 Social Adm. 333




3 ' Social Adm. 341 3
Sociology 441 ^





Sodal Adm. 450 ^























331. Leisure and Recreation. (3) The sources of leisure in early and
modern society. Historical and sodal functions of play. Recreationa pro ems
of communities. Fall Quarter.
332. Group Work and Recreational Agencies. (3) The study of the
public and semi-public recreational resources of the commumty. ^ e
of commerdalized recreation in American dties and towns. Prerequisi e. o
ciology 331. Winter Quarter.
333. Leadership and Direction oj Group Activities. (3) This course will
consider problems of directing boys and girls clubs and adult leisure groups.
The use of active and quiet games, stories, music, dramaUcs, and folk recrea
tion. Prerequisite: Sociology 331 or 332. Spring Quarter.
341. 5wrt;ey of the Field of Social Work. (3) The course is designed
for students who are considering pre-professional and prof^ional cours^ in
social work and are entering an allied profession such as teaching, law, medicine,
or the ministry. A survey of contemporary sodal work by functional group
ings such as sodal case work, group work and commumty organizations. The
emphasis is on objectives, processes, and personnel requirements in each func
tional group. Required for Sodal Work. Fall Quarter.
412. Criminology. (3) The course will indude the problem of crime
and criminals; the making of the criminal; the theories of crime and pun-
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ishment; raacbinery employed in dealing with the criminals; penal and
correctional institutions and programs of correction. Case studies and visits to
institutions serve as aids in enriching understanding. Winter Quarter.
413. Case Recording and Office Procedure. (3) A study of the various
methods of case history writing, correspondence, case accounting and other
office procedures common to public assistance agenies. Required for Soial
Work. Spring Quarter.
421. Introduction to Social Casework. (3) A limited beginning in social
case work and an introductory consideration of the basic skills in working
with people. Emphasis is placed on meeting needs of individuals and fami
lies, individualizing people, understanding attitudes and using community re
sources. Required for Sodal Work. Prerequisite: 341. Winter Quarter.
422. The Interview. (3) The course is designed to contribute to the
understanding of the individual with focus on the interview, its meaning and
use in personnel and welfare work. Required for Social Work. Winter Quarter.
423. Introductory Field Work. (3-6) Experience, under supervision, in
selected social agencies in Davidson County in order to observe their structure,
scope, function, and to obtain limited participation. Prerequisites: Social
AdministraUon 341- 421, 422. Spring Quarter.
433. Social Work and Health Problems. (3) Elementary medical infor
mation for social workers. The course revolves around the symptoms, and
etiology of common diseases; the responsibility of the sodal worker to detect,
report, and to organize medical care as resources in treatment. It includes
the public health agendes. Spring Quarter.
450. Seminar. (3) Designed to assist students in the choice of a senior
project and in the development of the research involved. The work of the
student is expected to mature into a definite report in the Spring Quarter.
Open to Seniors only. For Winter and Spring Quarters.
451. Juvenile Delinquency. (3) Asurvey of the causation, prevention and
tr^tment of juvenile delinquency, including the system of probation use of
clinics, juvenile courts, correctional instittuions, chOd placement, and recrea
tional programs. Fall Quarter.
471. Group Work Methods. (3) An analysis of sodal work and its
practical application in group work and its practical application in group
leadership. Study will be given to the principle agencies in the field such as
Settlements, Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and Camp
Fire Girls. Prerequisite; Sodology 331 or 332. Fall Quarter
472. Supervisory^ Problems. (3) Supervisory practices in various group
work agencies and similar organizations. Astudy of the methods of recruiting
selection, training, supervision and guidance of professional and volunteer per
sonnel. Prerequisite: Senior Standiag; Sodology 332. Winter Quarter.
473. Field Work. (3) Experience in Group Work under supervision of
organizations in these fields and instructor. Prerequisite: Senior Standing;
331, 471, 332, 333, 472.
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511. Organization and Admimstration of Counseling and Guidance Services.
A brief history of the counseling and guidance movement and a critical analy
sis of contemporary programs.
512. Principles of Social Case Work. A study of the prindples common
to sodal case work in all fields. Techniques of social inquiry, the nature of
sodal data with their application to sodal diagnosis and treatment.
513. Case Work in the Schools. Procedures and techniques for gathering,
interpreting, and using information in the appraisal of the individual student
and his adjustment situation.
521. Field Work in Counseling and Guidance. Supervised practice incoun
seling in a spedalized counseling agency. Designed exdusively for graduate
students in the Department of Sodal Education.
522. Counseling Techniques. An examination of the counseling tech
niques developed in education, sodal work, clinical psychology, and industry,
and a study of their practical application to the major adjustment problems
of the student.
523. Guidance and Personnel in Secondary Schools. Prindples and tech
niques for counseling adolescents with respect to thdr educational, vocatio i
sodal, and recreational needs.
See. Adm. 531, 532. Field Work (Case Work)—Field Work Placements are
made in cither a public or private agency. Continued correlation is ma e




The Department of Sodology is designed to provide the student
systematic framework for understanding the nature of the sodal wor . co
and methods of research are blended so as to equip the student for a
study and for employment in public and private social organizations.
All 'Courses listed in the curriculum pattern, unless otherwise designated,
are required for majors in sodology.
A—Curriculum Pattern »
freshman I II III
English 101-4-3 3 3 3
French or German 3 3 3
History 121-2-3 3 3 3
Biology, Chemistry, or
Physics 4 4 4
Psychology 211-12, 243.. 3 3 3
Physical Education 1 1 I
JUNIOR ^
Political Sdence 221-22-23 3 3 3
Economics 211-12-13 .. - 3 3 3






17 17 17 Political Sdence 313
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SOPHOMORE I n HI Electives 3 6 6
English 201-2-3 .. 3 3 3 — — —
French or German ...,... 3 3 3 18 18 18
Sociology 211-12-13 .. .. 3 3 3 SENIOR I n III
Mathematics 161-62 .,... S 5 Sociology 491 3
Sociology 303 3 Sociology 461 .... 3
Physical Education ...... 1 1 1 Sociology 322 3
History 201-2-3 .... 3 3 3 3
Sociology 332 3










211-12-13. Introduction to Sociology. The relationship of people to their
physical and cultural surroundings and to each other. A systematic conceptual
frame-work is developed that will permit the student to view the social world
and its major problems in terms other than common sense. Staff. Prerequisite
for all other Sociology courses.
301. Labor Problems. An analysis of the major socio-economic problems
of labor as a primary dimension in contemporary society. A structural-
functional analysis of such intterrelated issues as labor unions, wages, prices,
and governmenUl control. Fall Quarter. J. Holland.
303. Introduction to Field Study. The theory and planning of social re
search, the questionnaire, the schedule, the interview, life history, case history,
sociograms, sampling, etc. Spring Quarter. Staff.
312. Recent Labor Legislation. An analysis of labor legislation as a
mechanism of social control. Major emphasis is on national legislation be
ginning with fhe National Labor Relations Act and running through the Taft-
Hartley Act. Winter Quarter. J. Holland.
313. Problems of Personnel Management. A consideration of human rela
tions in industry; the formal and informal structure of industry seen as a social
system with its attendant problems of upgrading absenteeism, foremanship,
accidents, production rates, unionism, and morale. Spring Quarter. J. Hol
land.
322. The Family. Principles and problems associated with the organiation,
disorganiation and reorganization of the family in the American and other
societies. Winter Quarter. Poag.
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332. Social Pathology. The theory and description of several forms of
social and personal disorganiation, and a consideration of methods for study,
of social and personal disorganization, and a considetaUon of methods for
study, prediction, control. Winter Quarter Butler.
351. Introduction to Social Psychology. A conceptual frame-work for
describing the process by which individuals take on the social heritage;
nature of symbolic behavior and general interpersonal relationships. Fall
Quarter. Butler.
393 Racial and Ctdtural Relations. An introduction to the sociology of
race and culture contacts, ^vith emphasis on American problems. Sprmg
Quarter. Rose.
412. Criminology. (Identical with Social Work No. 412.) The soaal
nature of crime; factors associated with the development and control of crim
inally deviant behavior. Winter Quarter. Lee.
421 Population Problems. Theories and tbends in populaUon growth;
the poUtical and economic impUcations of these trends at regional, naUonal
and international levels. Fall Quarter. Poag.
411. Statistics. Measures of central tendency and <fepersion, li^^ar and
non-Unear time series analysis, linear and mulUple
attributes, sampling, etc. Prerequisites. Math. 161. 162 or consent of In
structor. Fall Quarter. Rose.
443. Rural Sociolosy. The structure and dynamics of rural life; tech-
nology and social change in the rural community. Spnng QuarUr. roag. ^
450. Seminar in Social Research. Adiscussion of senior projects on which
students have been working (under-supervision) not less than two quarters.
Spring Quarter. Staff. r- „ «
451. Juvenile Delinquency. (Identical with Social Work 451). Fall Quar
ter. Lee.
461. Sodofogy. The ecology of the city, describing the symbioUc
aspects of community structure; the impact of urbanism upon
tions; and the problems and possibilities of urban paiming. a uar
ter. Butler.
462. Social Institutions. The theory of social structure, a compar^on of
the social organization of different cultural areas, the me o o s u ^ng in
stitutions, and an appraisal of major controversial issues. mer Quar er.
Rose-
• 472. Advanced Social Psychology. An examination of the mjor points of
view in social psychology including those of Mead, Dewey, oo ey, es t
Psychology, Behaviorism, Psychoanalysis, etc. Prerequisite: 353 and consent of
Instructor. Winter Quarter. Rose.
473. Theory and Methods of Personality Study. This course is designed
to survey the field of Experimental Social Psychology. Methods in psychia
tric therapy, projective methods (Rorschach and Thematic Apperception Tests),
factor analysis, rating scales, frustration theory and techniques, level of aspira-
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tion theory and techniques, etc. Prerequisite: 353 and consent of Instructor.
Spring Quarter. Rose and Butler.
482. Collective Behavior. The study of crowds, publics, fashion, mass
movements, propaganda, and social movements; and an appraisal of the con
troversial issues in collective psychology. Winter Quarter. Butler.
491. History of Sociological Theory. The emergence of Sociology as a
specialized discipline. In tracing this development a critical appraisal is
made of the major sociological theories as represented by Comte, Spencer,
Durkheim, Weber, Simmel, Sumner, etc., and including those of the contem
porary period. Fall Quarter. Rose.
501. Social Organization. An appraisal of the major ethnological and
sociological theories in Social Organization. Prerequisite: Graduate status.
Fall Quarter. Rose.
512. Individual Study in Sociological Theories. Prerequisite: Graduate
status. Fall Quarter. Rose.
523. Thesis Seminar. Prerequisite: Graduate status. Spring Quarter.
Rose.
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DIVISION OF SCIENCE
Hubert B. Crouch, Director of Division, Professor and Head of the Depart-
ment of Biology.
Aeger V. Boswele, Professor and Head of the Department of Mathematics.
Carl M. Hill, Professor and Head of the Department of Chemistry.
William C. McNeill, Jr., Professor and Acting Head of the Department of
Physics.
Edward Ferguson, Jr., Professor of Biology.
Marion Richards Myles, Assodate Professor of Biology.
Mary E. Hill, Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
Robert H. Jordan, Assistant Professor of Biology.
James U. Lowe, Jr., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
Clem Russ, Assistant Professor of Biology.
Alfred S. Spricgs, Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
Martha M. Allen, Instructor in Biology.
Sadie C. Gasaway, Instructor in Methematics.
Annie G. H. Sasser, Instructor in Mathematics.
Yancey Grigcs, Assistant Instructor in Chemistry.
Julia T. Hawkins, Assistant Instructor in Chemistry.
Catherine A. Maryland, Assistant Instructor in Biology.
Gwendolyn Pyrtle, Assistant Instructor in Biology. \ . ;
Gladys Burgess, Graduate Assistant in Biology.
Alan Lott, Graduate Assistant in Biology.
Ruby Prigmore, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry.
Gilbert Senter, Graduate Assistant in Chemistry.
Mabel B. Crooks, Secretary.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Objectives
The primary objectives of the Division of Science are (a) to provide
ing in the sciences that may assist the student in making the fwrsona an
adjustments necessary for resourceful living; (b) to train science eac
the schools of Tennessee; (c) to provide the required science ba groun o
major students in other curricula offered at the College; (d) to prepare s ^
for entrance into professional studies—particularly in medicine, en ry,
nursing, and related health service professions; and (e) to train saenc
specialists with specific proficiencies for contributing to the improvemen o
the life of the region and the nation through research and technica s
Organization
The Division of Science is organized into the departments of Biolo^,
Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics. Each department offers curricula lead
ing to the baccalaureate degree; and graduate studies are offered m a tm e
number of fields. Several specialized curricula are also provided for those
who plan to pursue studies in medicine, dentistry, nursing, and related profes
sions.























